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CR: F. Whiting

Local prober seeks UFO proofs
By Adrian Higgins
A glimpse at the files of in·
vestigator Fred Whiting show
the Parkfairfax resident to be
no ordinary elEmth. No siree.
Take the case of a 28-year-old
truck driver from Winchester,
VA called Harry Joe Turner.
Turner left his hometown on a
late
night
run
to
Fredericksburg on August 28
with a delivery of ketchup and
mustard. A few miles down the
road. the CB crackles and
Turner's rig is engulfed in a
blinding light and a piercing
eound.
The driver's door flies open
and Turner is grabbed by
!IODlething with a " bionic grip. "
Not even eight rounds from
Turner's automatic can fend it
off. Turner blacks out but he
amazingly awakes at his
destination in Fredericksburg,
at 3 a.m., four hours later.
Then he remembers being
aboard a spacecraft, having met
aliens pale and cold to the
touch. with numbers written
across their forehead. The
antennas of his tractor-trailer
have been burned away, the
odometer shows the vehicles
had only traveled 1 7 miles for
what was an 80 mile trip, but
10mehow enough fuel has been
used for a journey of 240 miles.
"Maybe they (Turner's extra·
terrestrial captors) have a
gasoline shortage themselves,"

joked Whiting, who sees his
quest for the truth behind such
incidents as anything but a
joke.
''I examine accounts ana I
gather evidence with the hope
that the knowledge we can
learn from close scrutiny can
lead us ultimately to the truth
or a truth," explained Whiting.
And if that means forking out
30 bucks from his own pocket
to buy Turner's frazzled an·
tennas for scientific analysis, so
be it. Or cutting short a vaca·
tion in the Virgin Islands to
make a roundabout trip . to
Dayton, Oh. to hear an expert
on Unidentified Flying Object
investigations tagged by the in·
itiated, Ufology.
"I just want to get the
facts," said Whiting, a . state
representative for three track·
ing groups; the Mutual UFO
Network, 'an international
group of UFO investigators,
the National Investigation
Committee
on
Aerial
Phenomena, and the Aerial
Phenomena Research Organization.
Whiting, a press aide on
Capitol Hill, began voraciously
reading about Ufology after
seeing the movie, "Close · En·
counters of the Third Kind ", a
title, incidentally, ·which
describes Turner's apparent abduction. After two years of
reading, Whiting wanted a
more active involvement and

became a field investigator
three months ago.
Another case he .has in·
vestigated involves a 36-yeaf.
old woman in Timberville, who
claims to have been abducted
three times this past IJUJDJller
by extra-terrestrials. But
Whiting is wary of her account,
which he fears may be fanta·
sized after...she read of other abduction reports.
"The things she saw seem to
be plucked out of other people's
experiences, unlike Harry
Joe's~ which b8s a · ring of
authenticity. 1 encouraged her
to eee a psycJPatrist." said
Whiting, who lives on Martha
Custis Drive.
Turner's experience came to
light when, a few days after his
experience, he borrowed his
mother-in-law's car. A jittery
Turner, having taken five
Valium, was startled by a near·
by ambulance siren and he
reacting by hitting the . ac·
celerator. A 110 miles-per-hour
chase, with 10 police cars on his
heels, ensued.
Whi~g

wants TUrner to

undergo hypnosis, an attempt
tO find burii:!d memories of the
encounter, as the next part of
the investigation.

Whiting, 31, is encouraged in
his .investigation of Harry Joe
Turner by a report that 22
hours before the incident, a
policeman in Minnesota suffered a similar experience with
bright lights 11nd burnt anten-

nas. "The chronology is interesting," said Whiting, who
would like to hear from others
who feel they have had a close
encounter. His phone number is
998-8670.

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS 7" UFO investigator Fred
Whiting, who lives in Parkfairfax, explains why he
spends his spare time probing claims of extra-terrestrial
contacts. (Staff photo by Ann Cameron Siegal).

"We'll either establish Harry
Joe as a patent liar or a crec:b"ble
person," said the amateur in·
vestigator, born and raised in
Alexandria.
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UFO Sighted West Of Fairfield
An unid entifi,.d flying obiect was sighted
Monday night by two restdents of Fair·
field, according to a news release from the
Clay County Sheriff's office Tuesday
morning .
Though the two individuals declined to
allow their names to be used for publication locally, the investigating officer said
tht'v had no hesitation about their names
bei~g given to the UFO Reporting Center
in St'attle, Washington .
The UFO Center routinely checks back
with any perso ns who repo rt the sighting
of such a craft, and in the phone conversation to report the incident, indicated
that Center orricials would be calling the
two individuals immedi ately for confirmation and description of the incident.
The investigating officer gave the following a..:count :
An unidentified flying object was spotted
just west of the city limits of Fairfield
at about 10:25 p .m., Monday by two persons who were driving on Highway 74
west of Fairfield. The dr ive r of the car
followed the craft's path briefly, and
watched it. The passenger in the car also
watched it but became frightened when the
realization came of what it was.

They reported the incident at a nearby
house, and a call was immediately dispatched to the Sheriff's office. The investigating officer met with the individuals
within minutes of the call .
The officer separated the two persons
and asked them for individual descriptions
of the incident. He .also requestc:d that they
each draw a picture of the craft they had
seen.
The Sherifrs office spokesman stated
that both had been very explicit about
what thev had witnessed, and that the two
draY. ings were remarkably si milar, in spite
of the fact thill these two individuals had
not been alone to gel her more than possibly
5 minutes af<er the object disapp~ared.
Both were very distraught and shaken by
their experience, but their reports were
very much ·alike.
Both saw the object hovering above the
trees about 3 or four blocks from where
they were . (Vjsibility was good since it was
a clear night with a full moon .) When it
left, it tilted to one side and went in a
westward direction .

It was described as 20 to 30 feet in
diameter, a metq,l gray in color. had larger
red lights and smaller white lights on it in an
irregular pattern which blinked in no set
manner. None of the lights were in any
special grouping, and there were no beaming lights .
According to their reports, it was round
and thin, 110 vtsible glass of any kind:
the driver of 1he car also saw grating on
the underneath portion of the UFO . By its
appearance, it seemed to have been constructed in section-like pieces.
It hovered approximately 40 to :'iO feet
off the ground. When it left, there was no
sound or odor to indicate any kind of motivation such as motors or jets.
The investigating officer said the two
Fairfield residents were frightened by what
they had seen and were still in distraught
state of mind when he interviewed them.
He took them out to where the object
had been spotted, and both pinpointed
the area where they had seen the UFO.
The officer stated that he intended to
return to the scene Tuesday morning for
further investigation .

~COURIER, Charleston, )() - Dee.
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~Archer Man
-.. Reports UFO

Rutledge releases six-year study

called 'incredible' by physicist
Dr. Harley Rutlooge has
announced part of the results
of a six-ymr scientific field
study of Unidentifioo Flying
Objects he directoo while
chairing the physics department at Southeast Missouri
State University in Cape
Girardmu.
During that six-ymr period,
the professor said, he and c<r
workers had experienced 153
sightings of 174 UFOs. He
labelled 34 of the sightings as
incredible because the UFOs
exhibited
physical
or
behavioral properties beyond
known man-made technology .
· Rutledge , director of
Project Identification, a
University-based ocganization
of scientists , engineers,
students,
and
amateur
astron001ers formed to study
UFOs, said that on 32 occasions UFOs seemed to react
to him and other Project
members. "It's enough to
make you think someone is
playing a game with us."
Covering a large area of
Southeast Missouri, the ·field
study has extendoo ~ miles
nocth c:i St. Louis, 80 miles
west of the Mississippi River,
and into Illimis .

The Project has l~goo 26
sightings of 'rl UFOs near
Piedmont, where the study
began in April , 1973; 17
sightings of 19 UFOs near
Farmington ; and 104 sightings
of 117 UFOs near the
Mississipi River along a 70
mile stretch from Perryville
to Sikeston. But 48 sightings of
50 UFOs were from within or
near the city limits of Cape
Girardeau itself. "Often UFOs
have hovered over or near the
city," Rutledge said.
In once case a Cape
Girardeau girl reportoo being
chased by a small disc flying
at treetop level. It temporarily
blindoo the girl by flashing a
bright light down upon her as
she reached the door of her
home . Two witnesses verified
the experience .
Rutledge reports t~t many
of the UFOs were observoo in
motion and 41 UFOs changed
motion by starting, stopping,
or changing direction . In some
cases hovering lights streaked
across the sky in a fraction of
a second at low altitude and
even under a cloud cover.
Rutledge has observed a light
make an instantaneous rightangle turn , the light switching
off 20 seconds later . "If that

A 26--year~ld Arc.:her man told
• sheriff's deputies he was chased
u by "a large, round, bright cream~ colored light" in the sky as he
1 drove Wednesday night on State
.....:1 Road 346.
1&.
Wilson Robinson said he first
.. saw the unidentified object in the
., eastern sky and it appeared to
"dive" at his vehicle, deputies
., reported.
Robinson stopped at a friend's
~ house to alert deputies, who ar-

N

34 UFO sightings in region
Eighteen sightings occurred
in daylight and 18 more at
dusk . These 36 sightings
constitute nearly one-fourth
the Project totals and under
conditions where sunlight
would have illuminatoo any 1
Of the 174 UFOs observoo craft in the sky.
"I'm not the only ooe seeing
by Project members, 88 have
been mere balls of light. Five these things," Rutledge
were seen to turn oo, 47 turn pcinted out. Durir.g the 153
off, while 36 turned on and off. sightings, 622 persons have
Six different colors have been been present, representing
observed : 50 off-white, '1:7 more than 30 Project memamber , 21 white, 7 red, 5 bers and well over a hundred
yellow , and two lights were a different persons as specgreen color . Five lights tators. That averages about
four persons present per
changed color.
Seven craft have been ob- sighting . "How could any UFO
served, including two discs study, or single sighting, be
and a bullet-shaped object. better documented than
One of the discs was observoo this?" he asks.
Rutledge promises that soon
in da ylight by Rutledge from
his office at the University. he will release more startling
The bullet-shaped object, also results from Project data to
observed in daylight, changed the public . "In the beginning,
we formed this organization to
color and vanished.
Contrary
to
popular seek the truth and present it to
the public," Rutledge statoo.
r~resentations cJ. UFOs on
television and in the movies , " At first I was reticent to
only three UFOs observed by describe some of our incredible experiences for fear
Rutledge and his crews made
of ridicule. We have been
sound .
careful not to make unsubstantiated claims ."
was an object having mass ,
that kind of turn is impossible," Rutledge emphasized . " But I've seen a lot
of things that looked impa;sible."

~!
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.._ according to Deputy L.J. Jackson.
~
However, Robinson said the
object hovered in the sky above
the house and then took off toward
the south at a high rate of speed,
disappearing by the time deputies
arrived.

.Jlllis,
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Youth doesn't
believe, but ..
It's a bird. It's a plane. It's-- what is it,
anyway?
Terry Sowards says he saw something
Friday night, hovering, then moving
slowly across the sky.
The 14-year-old Thurston High
student called Springfield police about
7:30 to report a glowing, yellowish light
in the sky, heading west.

CALLER, Corpus Christi, TX- Dec. ?, 1979

Three more say they spotted UFO
Three more city residents said yesterday they
saw a curious light in the sky about 6 : 30 p.m.
Wednesday, but police and Naval Air Station officials said they spotted no unusual objects.
N AS radar division officer Guy Henderson said
nothing unusual showed on radar Wednesday evening , though the screen was not monitored every
minute .
"I won't say it wasn't on there, but I will say it
wasn 't there long enough for us to note it," Henderson said .
·
Three neighbors near the Oak Park area spotted
the bright light that stayed in one place, moved
erratically, then stopped for a long time before
dropping below the horizon Wednesday .

Stella Beener , 4226 Grace, saw the light first,
then got neighbors 31m Smith, 1117 Maguey and
James Cade of 533 Virginia.
1
Weather officials at the National Weather Service and NAS said no weather balloons, which
could have reflected light from the setting sun and
appeared lighted, were in the area at that time.
The three new reports came fro·m people who
asked not to be identified. However, Rita Torregino, of 4625 Galway Drive, said the unidentified
flying object sounded like something she saw·
month ago.
That light sped rapidly across the sky, stayed ·
still for some time , then disappeared, Ms. Torregino said .

I
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"It was moving pretty slow," Sowards
said. "Then it seemed to stop and start
again." Sowards was out for some air
near his home at 759 N. 53rd Place when
he spotted the object. He called to his
friend, Mike Harmon, who also spotted
the bright light.
"It seemed to be about 500 feet up,"
Sowards said. "And it didn't make any
noise like a jet or anything. It moved
behind the clouds, then seemed to pop
out again."
Sowards said he's never seen anything
like it, and although he doesn't believe in
flying saucers, he admitted that "I really
don't know ... "
The Springfield police don't know ,
either, and they don't want to know . No
mention oft he sighting was made on the
police log. Hmmm.

TIMES, Melboume, FL - Dec. 12, 1979

'UFOs' fly friendly South Brevard skies
By :v11KE THOMAS

T1m~s ~toH ~,.,~,.

What appeared to be a large unidenti fied flying object to numerous Brevard residents lasr Sunday night may have been a
flight of eight P1per Tommyhawk light airplanes headed for Vero Beach.
Pollee departments from Titusville to
Palm 8;-J) received reports about the UFO .
A -;poke::. ma n from the flight tower at -the

Melbourne Regional Airport said the UFO
was the au1>la n.:-s. He said their strange appearance was due tc the lead plane's rotating beacon light and because all the planes
flash~d the1r lights whenever flying by an
a irport. The planes were also fl ying in a
tight formation a' a lo'.v altitude, about 3,000
feet according to the spokesman.
But P.etired Ai:- Force Colonel W.A.
Murdoch of Palm Bay said he observed a

"phenomena" that looked like a large blimp
about twice the size of the Goodyear models. According to Murdoch, the object was
flying approximately 900 feet above the
ground at about 15 miles-per-hour.
Murdoch said that he, his wife, six dinner guests and ne1ghbors observed .the object for 20 minutes.
"It was one craft," he said. "There was
no change in the relationships of the lights

when it changed directions. The lights were
proper navigational lights for flying at
night."
Murdoch also said the craft was silent
and that it was close enough that he and the
other witnesses should have been able to
hear an engine.
"I'm not saying it's a UFO," he said.
"But there's no damn question that it was a
phenomena."

2
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Two Fairfield girls made these drawings for Clay County Sheriff Gary Jones to
describe the unidentified flf!llg object they claim to have seen the evening of Dec. 3
while driving Into Fairfield from the southwest. The girls reported the sighting to the
sheriff's office and then told similar stories and drew somewhat similar sketches for
Jones. The girls said the gray metal object was between 20 and 30 feet In diameter
and had red, green and white lights . They said the object was no more than 400 yards
from them , hovering low above the trees . The Uf'O Reporitng Center at Seattle,
Wash., was notified by the sheriff, who said several other persons later reported
having seen some object In the sky at about the same time.

GAZETTE, Gastonia, MC - Dec. 9, 1979

The things you see
ALEXIS- Steve Ford says he'll carry a camera with him from now on
because, otherwise, how is he going to make people believe that he
spotted a UFO?
I-'ord says he spotted something up in the sky near Iron Station on Rt. 27
near the Lincoln County line at about 7 p.m. Saturday. "It wasn 't a plane
and it wasn't a helicopter. It was kind of spooky - it just, sort of,
hovered."
Fortunately, he was not alone. His family was with him .
He said they watched the starship-shaped craft for about 10 miles
before pulling off the road for a closer look. Then, Ford says, his wife got
out for a closer look, but the UFO then moved off, taking its low. droning
noise with it.
It was Ford 's first close encounter of the unidentified kind, one which
he says "is still hard to believe." He added his mother once saw a UFO
and that he supposed they probably exist. But, convincing people that
you 've spotted a UFO is like asking them to believe the Pope is Baptist.
"Someone else had to see the thing," Ford was hoping. "Several people
pulled their cars over to watch the thing ... I just wish I had my camera ."

DAILY WORLD, Aberdeen, WA -Dee. 14, 1979

Your Nickel's Worth
Sometlting never explain,ed
Editor . The Dally World In reolv to "Your Nickel 's Worth :
Do UFO'S exist?", of course they do.
While many sightings can be explained
away as sightings by cranks, drunks or
pranksters , all cannot be disposed of in
this matter. Too many sightings by too
many people in too many places cannot
all be ignored.
I did not see the object of last wePk
nor have I ever seen anything that I
could claim to be UFO. But in September of 1965, I did see something that
I've never been able to explain to
myself. In the sky above San Diego,
Calif.. I watched a group of what I
thought were five sta rs do what no
conventional aircraft could do. They
were in a small cluster when I first
spotted them. Then one of them movedl
hallway across the sky . After a few
minutes, it returned to the others.

Another moved almost immediately
and returned. In a matter of a few
minutes, each had moved off and
returned . About ten minutes after first
noticing this cluster, all five shot off in
different directions and disappeared.
On any clear night (strange t()
Aberdeen) look at all the stars in the
sky. Then remember that you can only
see a small percentage of the stars in
the sky. Since each of these is similar to
our own sun, at least some of them must
have planets capable of having life
forms . Many are older than our sun and
probably have planets that have been
developing longer than our Earth. We
have developed spacecraft to explore
our own solar system, so the possibility
that another world is exploring us is
conceivable to me.
MELVIN A. WOOD
Aberdeen

HEiAlD, Bi« Spring, TX - Jan. 23, 19BO

Some 'Hangar 18 UFO' street
scenes to be filmed in Midland
Some street scenes m the
Schick-Sunn Classic Productions' movie, " Hangar 18
UFO, " will be filmed in
downtown Midland .
The film crew is headquartering in Big Spring and

CR : T • Adams

will shoot most of the big
screen movie here .
Filming will likely start as
early as Feb. 4. The produce rs are still signing
extras for the movie.
Garth Wilkinson, security
and safety manager for
Schick-Sunn. petitioned the
~lidland
city
council
Tuesday for permission to
film on Midland's city
streets.
A chase scene involving
military people and in·
dividuals wanting to report a
UFO. one of the highlights of
the movie . will be filmed in
:\lidland.
Wilkinson indicated the
film crt>w would be busy in
\1idland two or three days .
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Local man shares UF
thing, kind of a disc." It was
followed by another craft t.hat
Polston said was "at least as big as
the Safeway store."
"The big one came in and it had
a fonrlation of some lights around
an edge and over the right-hand
side," he said. Polston. said he saw
an indentation of some kind on the
right side of the craft that was
"like an entrance or a telescope ...
He said he cannot remember if the
object made any noise.
What happened next is hazy. "I
think I looked at it for probably
two to three minutes before I
fainted," Polston said. He did snap
a few pictures before he stumbled
back to his Mustang, and "curled
up under the steering ·wheel.
That's the last I can remember."
Polston said he spent' the next"
12 to 13 hours crouched in:his car.
"I was semi~nscious, but not
really. I could feel the car rattling,
fluttering trom my bod:r pulsations. I know that my teeth
chattered so hard that my jaws
were sore all the way to the top of
my head."
When he regained ~nscious
ness, his wllb!n was ap~ately
10 hours slow. KI wish 1 Lad a
rurining accoWit~f anything that
happened while I was in the car.
God I wish I knew."
The next year was tough for
Polston. He did not share his
experience with many people.
Those he did tell were "morbidly
curious," he said ...I was afraid to
talk about it becauSe every time I

· . . ,folston returned to the Norris
'r~~l)aain this summer, buL
of whatever it was
· foUDct' ir
he saw in ·
.,_
.
But around Oetobei;\ 6 of this
year, while he was joggfug'ia the
pre-dawn light, Pols t on had
.,,,,_ ,_......_ mysterious experience . ..1
~- ~· the [SafewayJ
parknig~. ·;·. don't know what
the hell made me look straight up
into the air. Maybe they sent me a
&rain wave of SQ~De kind t~ made
me look up· ......
he 'did, he
saw a distinct light t hat he said
moved so fast that he was sure it
· could not have ~n a plane· or
satelllte. "J~at".he addtld, ..it was
so high. I couldn't believe it-right
up in the stars." Pofston admitted
that it could have been anythiag,
but the question-"What is
it?"-remains with him.
Polston has his own t heories
"You get so seared"
about what he h.as· seen. "I t hink
it's God's angie1s . . . and could
WoodyPoa.toa
Polston 's description of what he
posSibly have a Jot of answers."
saw is brief and incomplete. He
did. I'd start coming apart." almost touch the sky. You're really While discussing the phenomenon
explained why . "You get so scared
Polston said he had recurring close to creatioo there." He did not of unidentified flying obj ects,
that you're sick, you go crazy, you
nightmares about his experience. sight anything unusual, but the Polston said, "I don't t hink a
don 't remember too much," he
would . wake up from them experience made him ponder the person can really doubt it. H you
He
said. But Polsto6 .does remember
do, you're naive. I don't think tftat
screamins~ crying. He still gets secrets held by those stars'.,,
that he saw t wo ·distinct objects
upset if he dwells ~n the
"The mysteries of the univer8e we should be so naive to think that
different from anything he bad
experience, even after three have always been a thing to me. ~·~- the only beings iii the
ever seen before .
years.
.
because that's where it's all at. you ~that would be capable of
"One of them went from the east
"The thing about it that hurt me know. H only we eould establish movement. 1'1lat·s what you have
to the west and the other went
more than anything, I think, wu 1 10me kind of eommunieaifoa •••" Coodaued Dext
north-south, sort of in orbit. They
thought I was insane, that fd gona- ··
wen! quite visible because they
crazy," but Polston said there has
were so big and they had that
never been any insanity on either
aluminum cover that would reflect
side of his family.
the sun 's rays."
Besides his fear of insanity, the
"The first one was a cylindrical
local man_bad GUJer Pfti"Y'' for
-===~===------------=-.;;..;;;;;_:_;;.:==:===-=--Wiiting to share a dei.ailed acco'-Jlt
of his experience. "' never made a
big thing about it because I waa
afraid to • • •• Maybe whatever this
intelligence is might not want to
be exposed."

For a month in the fall of 1976,
Woody Polston t r ied · to make
contact with t he un known . Late in
Oct ober of that year . he believes
he succeeded .
The spot Polston chose for his
search was t he Norris Geyser
Basin in north~entral Yellowstone
National Park. He selected that
area because of the stories of
strange lights that he had heard
from old-timers he kne-w in his
former home. West Yellowstone.
The sun had just set when
Polston began flashing "Friends, I
love you" in Morse code. His
beacon was a portable light
plugged into a cigarette lighter of
his Must ang. On previous evenings. Polston had repeated the
message up to 100 times. But on
th at particular night , be was
interrupt ed soon after he began.
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'Encounters' thought
part of 'huge operation '

"Tiley may laave tabalatecl me•

.

(\/"

~_.djreetor

of eo~
and'festing at the JJniver'SJtY
of Wyoming, Leo Sprink:ie
continually talks tq, students.
He also regularJY interviews
people who have sighted or
had "encounters" with UFOs.
Sprinkle estimated that he
has received 25 reports of
UFO sightings and encount·
ers from all over the world
this year. Sprinkle said he
was called out of bed Monday
night, December 10, by a man
in Seattle, Washington, who
had just had a close
encounter. Sprinkle has also
been cont acted by people
fr om a ll over Wyoming
( incl~ding Cheyenne, Casper,
Rock Springs and Newcastle )
who have had experiences
with UFOs. Some of those
people. Sprinkle said. claim
they ilave been taken aboard
the UFOs , examined and

released.
"It's h~ to keep up with
it, " said< Sprinkle, who
believes that the sightings
and encounters are part of a
"huge operation taking ;»lace
all over the world." The
purpose of the operation, he
believes, is to "teach us about
the New Age," which he
describes as a combination of
science and religion.
Sprinkle, a Ph.D. in philosophy. also believes that he has
seen UFOs twice. "After the
second sighting. I became a believer," he said.
When told about Woody
Polston's long reluctance to
reveal his sighting, Sprinkle
said. "That's a pattern that
seems to be prevalent."·
SprinKle added tmrt-;.Jy ~
out of 10 people re~ their
sightings."

Polston is a bit Concerned about
what may have happened to him
while he was passed -out. "They
may have tabulated me so tbey ·
know where I am all t he time •.. •" The first ebJe1t Polstea • • wu eyliaclrieal, like a dUe. Polstoa aid lte
He said that since the experience, IUpped ~ ~0 ~ jut prior to pallfliDa eut.
he feels that he has Dot aged. "I've
got more hair on my head than I
did then. I think I'm being kept for
some reason. I f~l better now
than I did when I was 30," which,
he acknowledges reluctantly, was
some time ago.
PolSton said he became particularly interested in UFOs in 1978
after a friend sent him a book ;
entitled, "Flying Saucers-UFO .
Reports." But Polston was attempting to probe the secrets of
the universe long . be fore he
received that book .
Signal Mountain in Grand Teton ·
. National Park was the setting for
oaeif Polston's earlier seardtes.
_'"I earn~ over and spent a week one
fall on"top of Signal Mountain. I'd
go back there by myself and get
under a tree. You could feel on
Pohtell Mid tiUa UFO was at leut as big as Safeway.
those starry nights t hat you eould

Are UFOs visiting
the Molalla area?
As many as five un identified
fly ing obj ects, UFO' s. were
reported as being see n near
Mulino recently by a woman
who preferred t o rema in
anonymous, according to a
repor t fr om the Ca nb y
Herald.
Acc or di ng to the report,
filtered to the Molalla P ioneer
office la te la st week , the
woman was dri ving on Mulino
road when she spotted five
diamond shaped objects flying

approximately 200 feet off the
ground in a westerly direction.
She c laims that a car ahead of
her stopped to watch the objec ts, described as a bright,
silve ry color.
A c heck with the Clackamas
Coun ty
Sheriff' s
office
revealed that they had no
reco rd of a sighting being
reported to that office. The
Portland airbase also reported
no knowledge of any unusual
a c tivity on the evening in

question.
Neither had the official UFO
reporti ng service in Seattle
r eceived a r eport of the
s igh ti ng.
The Oregon Air Guard office
in Sa lem said. after checki ng
field offices , that no repor t had
come into thei r offi ces .
Regardless , the repo r ted
sighti:.g is not the first time
such activities have been
reported in the immediate
area. A Molalla man reports

\\ urld hut "o far no concrete
physical evidence has been
found tha t UFO ' s actually
exist.
Photographs have been
distributed tha t. claimants
say , show actual UFO 's in
flight. Many have been proved
to be a hoax but there remai n
hundreds that defy description
or analysis .

that he sal.\ "something that
must have been a UFO" some
years ago west of Li beraL He
said the object, witnessed by
him sp lf and hi s fath er -in-law .
was hovering 50 feet above the
railroad tracks west of LiberaL
He described the object as
having a large dome on the top,
emitting a greenish light, the
bottom of the object was
described as flat. ' 'It didn' t
make a sou nd, it just hung
there and suddenly vanished, "
he said .
An ot he r s uch object was
sighted flying nea r Molalla
within the past three years, as
was a similar object spotted
over Canby at about the same
time.

According to a national UFO
research organization,
sightings are due to increase
during the winter months . The
Pioneer asks that anyone
witnessing such phenomena
please contact the Pioneer at
once with date that could
possibly be verified.

Su ch reports are difficu lt to
trace or verify since those
witnessing such phenomena
are reluctant to come forth .
There have been thousands of
similar sigh tings around the

Any one see ing anything
that might possibly be con·
s trued as a UF O s hould call the
UFO reporting cen te r. 1-206722-3000 in Seat tle or t h<' county
sheriffs office.
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JfWt was that
in the sky?

by 1\lauref'n Kenned)
:IX2--t25-t

Unidentified flying objects are a nebulous
topic. Some peoplt> steadfastly believe in their
existence. Others smirk at the mere mention of a
UFO .
Whether you're a believer or a doubter, the
Knapek family's experience last Thursday night
IS mtngumg. The family of four -- Les, Priscilla
and children Cathy and Sabina --was on its way
home from Boise when. six or seven miles north
of Banks. a 200 to 300-foot object was seen high in
the sky .
Priscilla . who was at first reluctant to share
the experience. said there were two diamond
shaped lights. side by side. in the center of the
object. The lights were flashing much like a
police car's but faster.
" We saw it about 10-12 minutes," Priscilla
said . " .It was going east. We stopped the car and
about five seconds later it made a fast shoot
across the sky and was gone.··
Priscilla said that they all complained of a
pain in their shoulders and that her and Les'
arms felt numb .
" I didn't get feeling back in my fingers until
we got to Couger Mountain ." she added.
Calls to the Mountain Home Air Force Base
and Arnold Aviation brought no other reports of
an unidentified object in the sky Thursday night.
but Priscilla's story sure does make one wonder ...

UFO
sighting
reported
By Tom Alex

At least four times Thursday night,
Tysa Goodrich, 26, and her sister,
D;lrla, 18, saw a "huge" unidentified
flying object near I-235 between
Twenty-second Street in West Des
Moines and Fifty-sixth Street in Des
Moines.
Goodrich of Columbus, Ohio, who
has been staying at her parents' home
at 5608 Pleasant Drive, described the
UFO as two or three times larger
than an airplane, diamond shaped
with four white lights in the corners.
It was dark and shadowy with no
clear definition on the flat bottom
surface, she said. Sometimes it barely
moved, sometimes it seemed to
hover.
"I saw it so many times," she said
Friday. "It was crazy."
Tysa said, "I was surprised no one
else reported it - but then, I was shy
about doing it too."
A spok~man at the airport tower
said there was nothing to indicate
anything in that area from 9:45 to
10:45 p.m. that would explain the
sighting.
Tysa said she called the television
stations first about 10:15 p.m. but did
not get an answer. So she ~ailed KIOA
radio and talked with reporter Bob
Singer, who taped what she said and
passed It along to his audience.
"I felt real funny about calling the
stations," Tysa said. "But I wanted to
know if anyone else called. To tell you
the truth, I felt like a nut."
Singer said she hesitated to give
him her name but be talked her into
it. "She sounded a little nervous,"
Singer said. He said he thought her
voice made her sound believable.
The first time Darla and Tysa saw
the object was when they drove away
from the Sierra 3 Theaters, 1618
Twenty-second St., West Des Moines.
The second time the object went
from north to south over the freeway,
Tysa said. They pulled over to the
side of the freeway west of the Sixtythird street exit and watched it for
some time. Tysa said "the longest we
saw (twas for about two minutes."
They drove onto the Sixty-third
Street exit and saw two cars pull over
to the side of the road, with the
oceupants appearing to watch the
same thing they bad seen.

INDEPENDENT, West Milford, NJ- Dec. 21, 1979

Many Claim ·Possible
I UFO Sightings in Area
Seyeral area residents reported
sighting an unusual light configuration iri the sky on the night of
Sunday, December 9,
· At present, eight people claim
to have seen four or fiye red
· lights traveling slowly at a relatively .low altitude in a diamond
shaped or circular pattern. of
theae self-proclaimed witnesses
most feel that the lights moved
too slowly to have been conventional aircraft.
"They were movingsoslowly,"
said one witness, a West Milford
I woman. "It wasn't an airplane, it
wasn't helicp
wasn't helicopters and it wasn't
· a radio tower. It was nothing but
red lights and it really scared
me.
More "amazed" than scared
were three Riverdale men, one
a borough police officer, who
watched the unusual lights "go
all the way from Slater's Mill
to Vimcon~'
Thomas Fox ~~~daquartetof
"bright red glows" over Pompton Lakes while driving along the

I

!

UFO reported
~ in Menomonie

MENOMONIE - An un·
identified flying object was
reportedly seen by three persons Monday night while it
~ hovered about 800 feet above
a-. the ground near the 700 block
- of 19th Aveaue East.
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Newark-Pompton Turnpike. He
contacted Riverdale Police OFficer John Schaub some time later. Fox had seen Schaub studying the lights at the time of his
own sighting.
Both men agreed on what they
had seen, Schaub adding that the
four lights had eventually been
joined by a fifth. Steve Gosses,
also of the borough, confirmed
the sighting.
Officials of local airports say
that nothing out of the ordinary
was reported on the night of the
alleged sightings. Steve Springer, air traffic controller at Stewart Air Force Base, stated that
no UFO report& were made by
pilots or "'base personnel on December 9. Springer adds that the
night in question was quite
cloudy.
Anyone who saw the strange
light pattern on December 9,
or at any time before or since,
is asked to contact this paper
with with his or her story.
The identities of all caliers will
be kept confidential.

David Cobb, 26, of 719 19th
Ave. E., and two companions
allegedly saw the object just
above the trees near his res!dence at about 8:15p.m.
Cobb said the object was
about 15 feet to 20 feet in
diameter and appeared to be
spinning at an exceptionally
high rate of speed.
He added that it made no
noise and was illuminated
with orange, purple and
greenish colors on the bottom and twin, yellow lights
extending out from both
sides.
·
Cobb reportedly thought
the object bad landed
alongside the ereek south of
his residence. He got a firearm from his residence to
investigate, but did not see
anything more of the object.
Other UFO stgbtlngs re·
ported throughout the area
last week are believed to
have been meteorites.

TRIBUNE, Des Maines, IA
Dee. 21, 1979
At times the object seemed to be
very close to the ground, they said.
Tysa said that if she held her arm outstretched it would appear about thct'
size of an orange at the end of her
hand. "We felt it was so big because it
seemed it wasn't far from the trees,"
she said. "It's hard to explain."
When they returned home they
looked in the telephone book under
UF(>s, Air ·Force and other beadings
bec~use they didn't know who to call,
sai~ Darla. Finally they began calling
. the jtelevision stations, radio station
and<lthen the police.
A police spokesman said a squad
car was sent to the area but the
officer didn't see anything that looked
like the object described by Tysa and
Darla.
"After we called the radio station
we didn't see it again," said Tysa.
"It made a sound," she said, "like a
low rumbling sound. We could even
bear it from insid& the house. When
we beard it I walked back outside and
I could see it to the southeast of us."
"I wasn't frightened," Tysa said.
"Just fascinated. Darla felt a twinge
of fear, but I didn't.
"It was too big for a plane and no
WEI.Y was it a helicopter."
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New light witness
disputes testimony
By MARILYN F. COWHERD
STAFF WRITER

WEST MILFORD- A new set of wit·
nesses to the strange, and still unexplained
lights visible in the night sky on Sunday,
Dec. 9 has contacted the Trends with a
report that differs somewhat from
'previous accounts.
Linda Unger of Highview Estates in
West Milford maintains that the lights that
she, her family and some neighbors otr
served were "definitely white, not red or
yellow."
"We had gone across the street t.o eat
with friends who Jive diagonally across the
street," explained Unger. "We were over
there, when our neighbor went to the door
and looked out. He suddenly said, 'What in
the world is over your house?"'
Everyone joined him at the door and
peered outside into the dark sky, she said.
Unger describes seeing four or five white
lights in a diamond-shaped pattern. "We
watched them for awhile," said Unger,
"and then the lights began to spread out.
They remain~ in the same spot, but began
to rotate."
Unger remembers somebody saying,
"They're revolving. It looks like it's a
saucer."
The lights remained in a circular,
rotating shape for some time, according to
Unger. "I think it eventually resumed its
diamond shape," she recalls.
Mter about a half an hour, the lights
broke up from their pattern, separated and
then moved away in a straight line over
the Unger house and onward in a northerly
direction.
· Unger described the size of the lights as

being comparable to a street light's size.
but she was uncertain about the actual size
or altitude.
Unger's neighbor, who preferred not to
be identified, said he was convinced that
the lights came from helicopters flying in'
formation. He said that the four distinct
lights were not equally apart at all times .
"I served in Vietnam, and I recognize
those helicopters as ones we called slicks.
They used to carry 60 caliber guns on their
sides," he said.
The man said that he ~finitely heard
the characteristic chopping sound of ·
helicopter blades. '"It was exactly like the
sound you hear in the introduction to
MASH, " he said. "I can tell you emphatically that those were helicopters.
They started out over the southwest part of
my house, turned south, and then headed
back north."
The Unger's nine-year-old daughter was
with her parents and became extremely
upset, according to her mother. Unger said
that this reaction was very unusual for her
daughter,
I asked Unger whether her daughter had
seen "Close Encounters" and was perhaps
reacting to the visibly shaken emotions of
the adults, remembering the film. Unger
confirmed that her daughter had seen the
movie a couple of years ago, but she said
that her daughter had not been frightened
by the movie.
The observers considered calling the
police to report the lights, but hesitated
because "we were afraid they'd think we
were crazy or something."
She says she heard no helicopter noise.

EVENING TRIBUNE, San Diego, CA - Jan.

26, 1980
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By IUCHl\tOND
8:\RBOliR
Q. ".My girlfriend and
saw what was either a
ghost car or a UfO. It was
late at night. We were drivIng along the 'Carriso Corridor' at the eastern edge of
San Diego County.
"For several miles we
followed what seemed to be
a huge white sedan. We
never had seen a car like it.
I tried to catch up and get a
closer look. It always sped
up. We could not get near.
"A greenish light came
from the windows. It had
very small headlights and
taillights. I had to slow up
because I knew we were
coming to a hairpin curve.
"I expected the other vehicle to crash. But it didn't.
It rose into the air. It
climbed straight up, to
about 500 feet. Then It took
orr to the north .
''I had to stop my car and
walk around a while. I was
too nervous to drive. I assure you we had not been
drinking. We never smoke
pot or take drugs. What we
saw was not an hallucination. My girl and I both
watched it.
"What could It bave
been?"

DR. BARBOUR

A. Sorry, but I don't know
what you saw.
However I have received
other letters about unusual
happenings on the Imperial
Valley desert this winter.
I have driven along the
Carriso Corridor many
times. It is a beautiful area.
I assume that at least
some of the UFO's people
see are reaL There seems
to be no reason why a small
UFO could not go along a
road, and then mount to the
sky.
Has anyone else seen this
vehicle? Or anything
resembling it? If so, please
write and tell me about it.
Thank you .
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'Sighting'
reported
at Beac-h

When asked about the reports of multicolored lights overhead for several minutes, Wilson said, "That could not have
come from our equipment. Our equipment just doesn't react thlt way, ever."
One fire official said the amber glow
could have been caused by road flares
and the lights could have been the result
of flashlights. Atmospheric conditions
could have also come into play, he said.
A Federal Avaiation Administration
official said he had no report of any unusual lights or aircraft in the area.

By FREOERiCM TALBOTT
Ledge ·St r Staff Writ
,r a
er . .
VIRGINIA BEACH- Two fam.t hes
have reported s~mg mystenous ltghts
above the trees about I a.m. Wednesday
~~~~ 2900 block of North Lynnhaven

But if it was the unmentionable, an unidentified object, it could~'t.have picked a
better neighborhood. Wtthin four blocks
are streets bearing the names Saturn,
Jupiter; Venus and Mars.

The sightings are the latest in a series
of reports of similar lighted "unidEmtifie<.l flying objects" throughout Tidewater during the past month.
The lights reportedly appeared soon after a series of explosion$ ·~ere heard in
the area .
Fire, police and Vepco spokesmen said,
a tree limb fell on a 34,SOO.volt power line
about the time of the loud noises, but
none could explain a sustained series of
lights sighted overhead afterwards.
Dawn Coffee and her parents, Mary
and John LaMaitre. were awakened at
their home at 2908 Cessna Drive about
I a .m. Wednesday by ·"booming noises
and. very bright lights."
1
"1 was in my bedroom, and the room
just lit up, first white then blue," said
Ms . C:nfft>e, 29. "The light was incrf'dibly
hright , and there were two or three
bol1ming noises .
"I went to the back door, and it was
incredible," she said . "There was what
seemed to be a big disc of some sort at
treetop level.
"An amber glow was everywhere. and
there wl!re blue, red and what seemed
like pink lights going around the bottom,
sort of in a circular fashion. That's when
I called my parents ."
Mrs. LaMaitre echoed her daughter's
description .
"It was like giant flashlights of varied
colors, and they seemed to be going
aro~?d som~thing we couldn't clearly
see. she scud.
Ms. Coffee and Mrs . LaMaitre said
they watched the lights for several minutes tben noticed two Police cars ;.ind a
fire engine arrive on nearby' Lymihaven
Road .
"They are bound to have seen wttat we
saw," Ms . Coffee said.
"The lights evef1tually faded, and then
we saw- whatever it was off in tbe distance. There seemed to be two red lights,
intermingling and crossing t'ach otht!t,"
James Pearce, 16, said he was watching television in his home on Crisfield Road whE'n "this big white then blue
l ! ~h_t completely lit up my bedroom.
·"I looked across the street, and there
were blue, red and other colored lights,
like little balls up in the air," he said.
"They were moving all around up there,
a,nd the whole sky seemed an orange color.' J was scared half to dt'ath ."
A fire truck from Station J responded
to the scene . There they found a large
limb had fallen on a major power line
blowing fuses in a nearby transformer.
However, personnel at Station J were
forbidden from discussi ng the matter
with the press. One fireman who answered the station 's telephone said,
"You.have to call our district captain on
this one."
When asked why, the fireman said,
"We've heard talk of lights and other
things over there, and all we know is
we're supposed to refer you to the district."
Third Police Precinct Officer R. J.
Zeltman confirmed the report of the fallen tree limb.
"I saw a large flash all the way from
the Plaza area, and when I arrived, there
was a branch up there on fire, Zellman
said. "I called the fire department and
then waited there for them." When asked
if he saw anything unusual nearby, perhaps above the power line, Zellman said,
"Uh, my job was to keep an eye on the
limb, and that's all I looked at."
Verco Operations Supervisor J . W. Wilson said a repairman was dispatched to
the scene at I :30 a.m. and completed repairs by 2:30a.m. Fifty customers were
without electricity during that time.
"When the fuses go off they sound like
a shotgun," Wilson said. "And sometimes there's a btight flash .
"But there is no sustained light," Wilson said.

Loc-al Man Sees-Flying Object

.::
~
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Harry Kochman, ·a local
manufacturer and resident · of
Franklin Twp., witnessed a
strange flying object in the sky
here last Wednesday night (Jan.
9th) at S:4S p.m.
Kochman told The Plain Dealer
that he was driving home over the
Williamstown-Franklinville Rd.
when he ·saw a bright, greenishblue glow in the sky.
..
"At first I thought 'it was an
airplane, but then upon further investigation it appeared to be two
or three feet long, flying quite low
toward Atlantic City, it had what
appeared to be white sparks
shooting from it's tail . . . I saw a
couple of airplanes flying in the
area and it appeared to have no
relationship to any n<>'IJIIRI aircraft", Kochman said .
The unidentified flying object
(UFO) was alw seen by a banker
In the Mar:ton area who told T he
Philadelphia Inquirer that hf saw
a bright or brilliant flash of green
light in the sky at 5:45 p.m. on
Jan . 9th .
Pilots flying along the New
Jersey coast reportedly saw what
they described as the re-entry of a
satellite that "seemed to plunge to
the ground between Atlantic City
and Pomona.
·
· At about the same time, two
airplane pilots reported a similar
sighting to the New York office of
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Both pilots reported
seeing a "comet-like" streak in
the sky west of Atlantic City near
· P9mona, N.J. about 40 miles
from Marlton .
. ,
.
According to The Inquirer
checks with various government
agencies, including the FAA, the
National Aeronautics and space
Administration (NASA) and the
North American Air Defense
Command (NORAD), shed little
lighr on the cause of the brilliant
flash in the sky.
"All we have is the reports from
. the two pilots," ..said a spokesman
· for the FAA office ifl New York .
! "We've checked our records, and
there wasn't anything spotted on
our radar at that time."
NASA officials in Washington
' said they had no reports, and they
discounted speculation that some
debris from an old space flight
might have been returning to
earth.
At NORAD in Colorado Springs, Colo. , where government
radar tracking for air . defense is
! coordinated, a spokesman said
that· checks with radar operated by
the defense center indicated that
"no man-made object entered the
area at that time."
The pilots who reported the
sighting, one operating an Eastern
Airlines flight and the other a
privJUe Learjet , could not be
reached for comment .
"they might have seen a flash in
the sky or something," said Maj .
Robert Tracy of NORAD. "We
can't explain it."
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How do you reel about UFO"s? Do you believe ••• ev.
)1st remotely • • • that such strange and tnc:redible phenome•
): ~ld actually exist? It seems weird indeed, to even ask sueh a
question ••• but what is your honest answer?
..
I have always openly doubted their authenticity, but still.
somewhere way down deep in my heart ••• or head ••• I gueaa
I must have reserved some very minute willingness to accept
~ and believe some or the reports that have been published if I
could· have had some personal relationship to one of the episodea.
Considering the fantastic wonders of such everYday miracles
as the precise clockwork of sunrise, daylight, sunset, and the
0
darkness of night • • • and the unbelievable combination of our
rJ planet tilting back and forth and revolving on its axis as it travel•
E-t around the sun to produce the unending pattern of seasons •••
ej and the fact that humans can laugh, love, cry, hate, and see and
o hear and talk • • • and, well, certainly anything is posslblel
~.
What I'm really getting at is a strange and perhaps absurd
story that happened in our family • • • particularly to our son
Tom (TJ) • • • last Saturday evening. If you promise not to
la.Uih, I'll tell it to you!
Tom left the house about 8:00 on Saturday night to drive
into ·town to meet his friends. M;lrcla was upstairs in the kitchen
and I W:is '3ltting downstairs, reading the newspaper.
Approximately a half hour later. Tom came bounding down
the outside stairs that lead to the deck around our house, burst
through the back door, and began stammering about an experlenee
that had almost cause:S tears and sobs ••• and he"s a 20-year-olcl
young manl
I rushed upstairs because I could hear the desperation ba
his voice and while his story startled us 1 It was his extreme
fear and obvious physical disturbance .t hat amazed me tile mo'lt.What he really saw ls dimcult to explain ••• but certainly there
was no doubt that he believed what he thought he sawl
As Tom approached the intersection or County 'H" and Hl&'way 63, he reported that he saw two red lights, about the sin
and brightness of those normally seen on radio towers. BeeauM
they were in such a strange location, and because he had nev.r
seen any at that spot before, he became inquisitive and instelld
of turning on Highway 63, he proceeded east on County 'B". 'I1Ie
llghts seemtil to react in strange ways, and appeared to remain
in one spot.
Tom kept losing them, then sighting them, ud
finally lost them completely.
As he was turning around. hla
car radio became extrem·~ly "statfcy••, his headlights becanM
very, very dim, and almclst went completely off, and the engine
began to sputter and chug.
For . some reason, Tom became frightened and immedlat.ly
headed for home, discarding his plan to go downtown. Nurslftl
hi !I chugging car west on County 'H", as he approached our home,
all or a sudden, as Tom describes It, "A huge yellow ball, round
like a basketball, but almost as big as a house ••• really!"
flashed down through the sky in front of him. It seem~d to come
from 'lbove his car, and had orange names streaking from the
back of it.
As Tom pulled into our driveway, his car stalled, he jumped
out and set a new world record for running up our htll. That's
when he bounded down the steps • • • really stnc:erely afraid •••
and almust unable to explain the strange experience.
What did he really see? I don't know ••• do you? He may
have been m;staken ••• but I know he was sincere!
1
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Sunday morning, Tom called both the Barron and Polk County
Sheriff's office to ask if anyone had reported a similar experience
or "sighting". Their simple answer was, "No, no such report. ••
Incidentally, when Tom 'lnd I went out to check on his car,
it ran so smooth that It purred like a kitten ••• but he has had
trouble starting ll a couple or times since that night.
Tile
lllllnft dumb •• , W't u.t•a what
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l!:lm Grove Police Depart_; meat received two calla Of
N •ilbtiop of unideotified fly• iac objects last week.
Tbe fint call came at 5 :45
..., a.m. WedDeaday from a restcleat oa Sao Fei'D&Ddo Drin.
I lbe told police abe MW a
t-4 britbt yellowish, oraqe;11 white object flultiae ud
- aparktq ia the
' Sbe called b•ck a few
9. minutes later to tell police
B tbat it bad lallded acroa
fnm ber bome. Police ar~ med at the ac:eDe but could
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What's Up?
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'We Really Aren't Alone,' Say Seve ral
Who Have R eported UFO Sighting s
By RAND! HENDERSON
c Tbe Baltimore Sun
- Since man first turned
Baltimore
his gaze heavenward, he has been
seeing strange and Wlexplained things in
the skies.
Consider these items of recent irr
terest
• Early in December, the crew and
pass{'ngers of a Spanish Air Force jet
watched as four fiery balls followed the
plane through the sky. There were no
other aircraft in the area and no explanation has been offered.
• In August a Minnesota deputy
sheriff 's car was hit by a brilliantly
I ight{'d object. bending the antermae,
shattering the windshield and leaving the
man unconscious . Both h,is wristwatch
and the electric clock in the car stopped
for 14 minutes. Checks of aircraft in the
area all were negative.
• Last January a TV documentary
cameraman filmed moving reddish-white
orbs from a plane 13,000 ft!i!t above the
New Zealand coastline. Government explanations that the streaking object was
Venus were dismissed ; Venus had not yet
risen when the films were made .
Even before 20th Century technology
popul ilted the ai r with thousands of expla inable craft. people had seen hghts
and obj{'cts, often presumed to be vehicles. above.
The writings of the biblical prophet
Ezekiel are a good place to start with the·
recorded history of WJidentified flying
objects.
" The heavens opened and I saw divine
visions." he wrote . " ... As I looked a
stormwind came from the North, a huge
cloud with flashing fire from the midst of
which something g:eamed like electrum.
"Within it were figures resembling
four living creatures that looked like
this · Their form was human but each had
four faces and four wings and their legs
went straight down ; the soles of their fei!t
were roWJd. They sparkled with a gleam
like burnished bronze.
In among the living creatures
something like burning coals of fire could
be seen; they St!i!med like torches, moving to and fro among the living creatures .
The fire gleamed and from it came forth
flashes of lightning ."
n ancient Rome, people spoke of
"flying shields" in the skies. Sixteenth Century drawings show crowds of
people in the strfi!ts pointing at dark
disc-like objects up above .
In the 19th Century in this coWJtry
there were numerous incidents of people
who said they saw " airships" in the sky,
vehicles sometimes populated with human-like personages. (In one case, in
Aurora. Texas . in April 1897. an airship is
supposed to have crashed and its pilot .
identified as "not an inhabitant of this
world," died and been buried . Twenlieth
Century research has revealed no proof of
this event. )
The modern history of WJidentifi'ed
flying objects began in June 1947 when
Kenneth Arnold, a private pilot fl:,ing in
Oregon, saw nine strange discs that he
described as saucers skipping on water.
With this sighting, which received natiorr
wide publicity through the years, the
phrase "flying saucer" was born.
Flying saucers and other visions were
co ns idered serious enough by the U.S.
government in those paranoid postwar
years to merit investigation. Project
Sign. Project Grudge and Operation Blue
Book all were intelligence operations corr
dueled by the Air Force betwfi!n 1948 and
1969 to study the phenomenon of UFOs.
According to Dr. J . Allen Hynek,
recently retired as chairman of the astr~
nomy department at Northwestern University and technical consultant to the
Air Force through the duration of Operation Blue Book, the military was interested in two things about UFOs : Are tl1ey a
threat to U.S. security and do they repr~
sent extraterrestrial visitation'
The Air Force 's answer to botl1 of
these questions was a resounding no. In
the late Sixties the government spent
more than $500.000 on what was supposed
to be a definit ive study providing a
definitive answer on UFOs. Under tl1e
direction of the late Edward U. Condon at
the University of Colorado at Boulder, a
report was issued in January. 1969.
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. Careful consideration of tl1e
record as it is available to us leads us to
conclude that further extensive study of
UFOs probably cannot be justified in tl1e
expectation that science will be advanced
thereby," the Condon report concluded .
And the Air Force , glad to be off tl1e
hook, some observers said . terminated
Operation Blue Book later that year.
ut the subject hardly was laid to
Brest.
How could it be when sightings continued unabated . when credible
witnesses told stories of whirling saucers
and illuminated discs, when law enfor~
ment agencies often corroborated the
accounts? Even Operation Blue Book.
which Dr. Hynek says frequently hastily
identified an unidentified Object, was left
with 5 percerlt unexplained cases a P ong
the 12.134 it studied .
Gary Oickle. 24 ; his brallier David.
22; Barry Smith , 22. and Ken Cabot, 25,
were driving through the llchester region
of Palapsco State Park in Howard County , Md . It was about 11 p.m. March 22,
1978, a clear, brisk weekday night, and
the four friends , who work together in a
rock band, were just driving aroWJd .
They hadn't been drinking or taking any
drugs. they said .
They drove through the railroad tunnel beneath a ridge , and saw a little fire
still burning. They got out of the car and
stood around the fire. warming their
hands in the 49-<legrfi! night, talking .
Interviewed recently, the yoWJg men
clearly remembered tl1e details of what
they saw that evening, almost two years
ago.
Barry and David walked about 50 fei!t
away from the fire . Here is David 's
account of what he saw next : " I saw this
thing rise slowly above a far-away mountain . It was about 300 fei!l away and had
a pulsating. vibrating red light on it."
''It twinkled like a star," Barry added . " It came up and slowly went'behind
another moWJtain."
"Barry and I looked at each other,"
David said. " What could that have been?
What ~oes man have that looks like tl1at'
we were thinking . But if we hadn't seen
what we were to see next, we would have
put it out of our minds."
They walked back over to tl1e other
two at the fire and mentioned what they
had seen . "And then," David said,
" above our heads, all of a sudden, comes
this big triangle ."
They estimated that the triangu~ar
object was about 150 feet long on one s1de
and 75 to 100 ft!i!t on the other sides.
There was a red light on the top and
white lights at tl1e points . The triangle's
color, difficult to ascertain because of the
darkness , was a dull silver.
"It · was right there," Gary said emphatically. "There was no doubt about it.
We were looking at it. It looked sort of
like a wedge of cheese with curved
sides ."
he object moved very slowly, all
four witnesses said, less than 35
miles an hour. At one point it almost
stopped and seemed to hover. The path it
followed skimmed the treetops along the
ridge.
The noise it made was a quiet rustle .
"It sounded like a waterfall from a
distance ." Barry said .
The object did not give off any exterior light but "it had big picture wirr
dows," Gary described, " and lights were
shining from inside. I could see a shadow
of a figure inside· and had the impressiOn
of a person with earphones ."
· None of the four was frightened, although David said . " I was waiting for
that big beam of light to come out and
zap us. Its path made it obvious tl1at it
was looking at us; it veered out from the
tree line ."
"It wasn't frightening." Gary said .
"We were overjoyed . We started yelling
at it, hoping that it would land ."
~ut the huge triangular object. still
skirting the tree line and still moving
slowly, gradually passed over the horizon
and out of sight.
Though none of the four yoWJg men
ever had seen anything like this before,
the Oickle brothers , who live in Glen
Burnie, Md ., had been interested in UFOs
before the sighting. nus previous interest
was enough to make tl1e incident suspect
to Joe Graziano, a local field investigator
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by Dr . Hynek in 1973, a few years after
his work with Operation Blue Book was
ended . "I thought you could trust people
more than the debunkers said you could .
And in certain case~ the supposed explanations just didn't fit the physical facts."

from Aerial Phenomena Research Organization Inc. (APRO) who interviewed
them shortly after tl1ey saw the UFO.
Graziano, who has never seen a UFO
himself but says he has "talked to
enough reliable witnesses to believe
there's something there," came to the
conclusion that there was nothing fabricated in the story.
"They all appear to be intelligent,
honest individuals seeking an answer to
whatever it was they had seen," he wrote
in his report. "No major discrepancies
appeared in their testimony, yet the story
was not smooth enough to have been
'rehearsed."'
·
Within and on the fringes of the scierr ·
tific commWJity rages a fierce controversy about unidentified flying objects. nus
is no high-minded scientific difference of
opinion . Start to talk to people about
UFOs and you'll find yourself confronted
with name-calling and reputationslandering and all kinds of mud-slinging
of the lowest order.
UFO scholars range from total debunkers to complete believers in extraterrestrial visitors on Earth . Phillip J .
Klass , senior avionics editor for Aviation
Week and Space Technology magazine
and author of UFOs Explained and UFOs
- Identified, is one of the debunkers.
'' UFOs enable people who are
nobodies to become famous celebrities,"
he said in an interview in his Washington
apartment. "Let some disreputable
character in Pascagoula, Miss ., .vho was
fired from his job. concoct a story about
abduction and he becomes overnight an
international celebrity .
''It's terribly difficult to concoct a
story about a UFO," he added sarcastically . " All you have to do is go out and
buy a paperback book about UFOs and
tell something similar, but change it
enough so that you've got a new story."

W

hatever truth there is in Klass's
dismal evaluation of human
character, it is true tl1at there are reams
of written material about UFOs on the
market. Many, like Klass's books, offer
explanations for things that have been
percevied as UFOs. And, indeed, there
are few ufologists (as serious students of
the phenomena often are called) who
deny that a large majority of sightings
can be explained.
Many _ are normal astronomical
phenomena : The planet Venus, shining
brightly in the early morning sky, fr~
quently is mistaken for a UFO. Others
may be explained as weather balloons or
messenger planes or even as psychological aberrations on the part of the viewer.
But there .are many more pages of
type devoted to still unexplained visions
and visitations. From tl1e late George
Adamski, who claimed in tl1e 1950s to
have met and traveled with Venusians
visiting Earth , to the Pascagoula shipyard wot-kers, who, in 1973, said they had
been abducted by three WJearthly creatures and examined on board a space
ship, the tales of these encoWJters are
legion . From the stories of cattle mutilations in th!! West to the appearance of
mysterious men in black at the scene of
UFO sightings, men who seem to know a
lot more about what has happened than
any human should, the bizarre ramifications aboWJd .
Dozens of investigative organizations
have sprung up worldwide in the last
.three decades to study UFOs. Bookstores
and libraries have shelves full of UFO
literature, from skeptical surveys like
Klass's to purported first-hand accoWJts
of encoWJters with space beings such as
Flying Saucers Have Landed . by
Desmond Leslie and George Adamski .
Even the files of a serious daily
newspaper like the Baltimore Sun are
filled with reports of UFO sightings . both
local and aroWJd the world . Often these
are short articles that have been buried
on inside pages, and it is only when
looking at the compendium of clippings
that their volume becomes impressive.
It was this kind of volume of UFO
reports that helped convince Bruce Maccabee, an optical physicist for the Naval
Surfaces Weapons Laboratory, that tl1e
subject merited attention.
"The explanations I was hearing
didn't convince me," said Dr. Maccabee,
who also is a consultant for the Center
for UFO Studies. an organization formed

r . Hynek himself has WJdergone a
transformation through the years
in his perception of UFOs . "III 1948 I
thought UFOs were sheer nonsense," he
said . " It was simply a popular fad that
would dry up and blow away ."
It has been the "mounting mass of
evidence and caliber of witnesses" that
has changed his mind , he said . " For
years I was a weakening skeptic . No one
can accuse me of believing in little grfi!n
men. "
To Madeleine Rodeffer , a Silver
Spring ( Md . l resident, UFOs are a reality . She has no doubt that extraterrestrial
life visits Earth regularly and that hundreds of unidentified objects in the skies
are sightseeing spacecraft. "All it takes
to realize there's something coming from
the sky is good common horse senSe ,"
she declares in her biWJt way.
She first became interested in the
phenomenon in 1963 when she read Fit
ing Saucers From Mars. a Bnllsher s
account of an alleged 1954 meeting with
visitors from the red planet. "I was very
intrigued," she remembers . " I couldn't
understand why the press had ignored
this ."
What especially whetted 'her interest
was a mention of George Adamski, and
she read ·his book and then contacted him
at his MoWJt Palomar (Calif.) home. She
met him when she arranged for him to
lecture in the Washington area . They
became friends .
In February, 1965, Adamski again was
visiting the Washington area , this time
for a press conference to show films he
said he had taken of spacecraft in the sky
in Massachusetts , Wisconsin and California . He maintained a telepathic communication with t)is extraterrestrial friends,
he said, and they had advised him that
they might be making an appearance at
the Rodeffer home. So a loaded movie
camera was kept ready.
It was about 3:30 in the cloudy afternoon on February 26, 1965. Adamski
and Mrs . Rodeffer were sitting at her
dining room table . talking. He had a cold,
she remembers, and she had a broken leg
in a walking cast she could hobble around
in.
"He saw something out the window
coming toward us and going back and
fortl1," she said . " We were so excited and
happ]."
damski grabbed the movie camera
and started filming, first through
the window and then from the front
porch . The craft, Mrs . Rodeffer said,
"flipped back and forth across the tops of
tl1e trt!i!S, came in closer and hovered 100
feet above the ground ."
And she is more than willing to show
the movie , even to skeptics. There is the
craft, a dome atop a saucer, looking
remarkably similar to photographs that
had appeared in the Adamski book more
than a decade earlier. "It's evident that
they don't change their models all that
quickly," Mrs . Rodeffer said.
The object swoops and soars, and then
darts in closer. The spherical "landing
gear" ir. the bottom are moving in and
out, retracting and protruding. Barely
visible in this print of the film are
portholes along the rim of the body of tl1e
object; they were much clearer in tl1e
original film , Mrs . Rodeffer said.
Mrs . Rodeffer has only several seconds of film of the object in her yard . It
stay~d aroWJd for about 10 minutes. she
said , but when the film was processed,
" they" stole or destroyed most of it. Who
are "they"? "Why the phone tappers. of
course ." Mrs . Rodeffer answered readily.
There is no immediately evident fraud
in Madeleine Rodeffer's film. There are
no guy wires suspending a model, no
obvious discrepancies in perspective . William Sherwood , a project engineer in the
optical engineering department of Eastman-Kodak' Company, in Rochester ,
N.Y., did some analysis of the film and
doesn't think it's a fraud .
" It could be a fakery ," he said, " but I
don't know how they could do it. We
looked at the film here under micr(}scopes and never foWJd any Hint that it
was fabricated ."
Sherwood also had been a devotee of
Adamski, although he says now tl1at he is
skeptical about the extraterrestrial corr
tacts Adamski claimed . But he was not
the only Kodak official to examine tl1e
film and he said that though the opinion
was not unanimous , there w~s a strong
consensus that it was not faked .
Bruce Maccabee is more doubtful
about the Rodeffer film . "It's tough
enough for scientists to believe there's
anything new going on out there , much
less something like this," he said .
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f. indrrd . UFOs are extraterrestrial
spacrcraft - a btg if to get past. hut
ll'l us spr c ulate - there are several
questi ons that immediately come to
mind . !low did they get here 7 What do
they want 7
The idea of life in the universe elsewhere than on Earth is increasingly
palatable to many scientists, but they
argue that interstellar tourism ·is unfeasible because of the huge distances involved .
" The distances. the time, the amount
of energy involved going from one stellar
system to another are so great," said
Dan Zirpoli. director of the planetarium
at the Maryland Science Center, "that if
you made the journey you wouldn't go
frighten some man in an Iowa cornfield
and then go away. A UFO that made the
effort to come here would have a pur·
pose . If you apply some logic to it. it
makes no sense ."
Imagine . however . what someone
from just a century or even a generation
ago would thmk of modern technological
ad va nces . Would not our grandparents
have scoffed at the ~de a of men on the
moon and pictures of Mars in much the
same way that we scoff at the idea of
space visito rs 7 If we consider how fast
science has moved forward in such a
short time. how can we rule out possible
accomplishments of a civilization somewhat ad vanced of our own'
" Th e re are many things we don't
understand ." said J ohn Lutz, founder of
Odyssey Scientific Research Association.
a Baltimor e grou p which investigates
UFO sightings . " If we tried to make the
theories fit the UFOs instead of making
the UFOs fit the theories, we'd be better
off ."
In the 10 years he has directed Odyssey Lutz has heard about some strange
things . He usually gets his reports from
people who have called the police or
military or airport about sightings . Odyssey ha s an unlisted telephone .number
and this has proved an effective measure
to screen out crackpots and cranks . (The
mailing address for Odyssey is P.O. Box
11282 . Baltimore. Md . 21239 .)
In 1978 Odyssey investigated 83 UFO
calls . Of these . 45 per cent we re positively identified as "either helicopters . con\'rntional a ir craft fla res . weather balln< I! IS . kttPs. C'hristmas lights . meteors or
mrftoontrs. s t<~rs . planet~ . search ltghts,

clo uds and natural weather phenomenon ." Another 19 per cent are nocturnal
lights " high altitude nighttime lights
that move a t a steady pace with no
erratic movements . Most nocturnal lights
are transcontinental military jet aircraft
flights and satellites ." The remaining 36
per cent are unidentified .
of Odyssey's most interesting
Oneunexplained
cases happened this
fall in northern Harford County, Md . A
woman. who has refused to be interviewed by the Baltimore Sun, was getting
into her car in the early morning hours
when she saw a mushroom-shaped object
hovering over a nearby pasture. It had a
red top and a white bottom , and she saw
it for at least three minutes. Both her
watch and her car clock stopped for a
short period of time , a phenomenon often
connected with UFO sightings . And she
had a I~ or !~minute period of time that
she later could not account for.
Another case Lutz investigated concerned two strange occurrences several
years ago in Pikesville, Md . In February,
1975, a dull white triangular shaped light
was seen by a number of people . It made
an "odd humming noise" and when a
State Police helicopter arrived to check it
o ut , the witnesses saw it accelerate
rapidly and disappear into the clouds .
Though the police did not see it, radar
control at Baltimore-Washington International Airport saw a blip on their screen
that suddenly was gone.
Charles Kenyon, a heavy equipment
operator who lives near New Windsor in
a rura l area of Frederick County, Md .,
has alwa~· s been frightened of thunder·
storms. He fee ls safest in a car or truck,
driving around . So on a stormy night in
August, 1971, coming back from a carni·
val with his wife. four of his six children
and a niece, when the skies seemed to
ope n up . he kept driving around in his
pickup truck instead of going home .
The y were on Route 31, headed for
New Wi ndsor , Md ., when his wife , El·
ranor . said, " Hey, look at that plane. "
They pulled up on the crest of a hill and
saw what looked a little like the lights of
a plane get brigher and brighter as it got
closer All the children . three of whom
are teen-agers . could see it too, through
the windows of the pickup's cab.
Kenyon got out of the truck to get a
bette r loo k at what he described as
shaped like "an old-time wash basin." He
wasn't frightened , he says in retrospect.
" Why should I be scared 7 If they was
smart enough to devise a machine like

that. why should I bother to hide?"

W

hat he saw was a series of lights
outlining a distinct oblong shape .
He estimated it was about a half a mile
up and gue~sed that it was about 10 feet
by 8 feet. On top was a revolving amber
li ght. Underneath were multi-colored
lights "so bright that they shimmered ."
For a split second he heard a whooshing
sound , "like when you switch on a vacuum cleaner."
Kenyon saw the UFO top a hill and
drop out of sight. He ran back to his
truck and drove to nearby Fitzhugh Hill,
less than two minutes away, to get a
better view . But though the hill offers an
unobstructed view of the area for miles
and miles. the lights were gone.
The Kenyans drove to the state police
barracks in Westminister, and a policeman drove back to the location of the
sighting with them . Nothing more was
seen. The police verified that no helicop·
ters or planes had been in the area. "I
know planes don't fly in storms like
that." Kenyon said .
In the weeks and months after they
saw the UFO, the Kenyon family made it
a point to visit airports in the area,
looking for what might have been the
object they saw . "But we never saw a
plane or anything else with lights any~
thing like what we saw," Kenyon said .
The incident remains clear in the
mind of all who saw the object. " But we
stop ped talking about it." Mrs. Kenyon
said . " People looked at us like we were
wacko ."
There are many ufologists who con-'
tend that the government didn 't stop
mvesttgatmg UFOs with the termination
of Operation Blue Book . " It would be
terribly stupid of the government ir' they
were not investigating UFOs," said Dr.
Hynek .
Documents recovered by way of the
Freedom of Information Act have revealed conflicting testimony and activity
by the military and other government
agencies , particularly the Central Intelligence Agency. One civilian UFO group,
Ground Saucer Watch Inc., has sued the
CIA to release UFO.related material, and
another, Citizens Against UFO Secrecy,
which pubhshes a newsletter called Just
Causes. exists solely to investigate government coverup .
The CIA denies any present involve. ment tn UFO investigation. Accordmg to Cathy Therson, a press officer
for the agency, " There is . no organized
agency e ffort to do any research on
UFOs ." although she conceded the possi-

bility of " a monitoring of some reports
when there is a side interest in possible
weapons system. "
The most intrigutng UF·O coverup
story concerns the dozen humanoids alleged to be in cold storage at WrightPatterson Air Force Base in Dayton,
Oh10. the center for the defunct Operation
Blue Book . The story pops up repeatedly
m UFO hterature ; often the details are
changed but the substance is that a body
or bodies were recovered from a UFO
crash in 1953 in Arizona and that the Air
Force has been keeping the evidence
frozen ever since in a hangar at the base .
Lt. CoL Leonard Kacher, public affairs officer at Wright-Patterson, laughmgly and categorically denies the story.
"There is no truth to such reports ," he
satd . "The Air Force has never recovered alien beings or crashed space ships .
There are not now or never have been
any .
Whether or not the government is
covering up UFO investigations. there
are strong sentiments among some
urologists that the clout and respectability of the government ought to be put
behind UFO research. "We need to study
this phenomenon," Dr. Hynek said. "We
need to find out what's behind it."
The private UFO.investigating organizations are " well-meaning," Dr. Hynek
satd but they have d ifficulty doing a
professional job "because of the tremendous barrage of rid icule" they face .
The organizations, which are staffed
primarily by volunteers, also are under·
funded. It can cost from $5,000 to $10 ,000
to investigate a UFO sighting thoroughly,
Dr. Hynek said . and the Center for UFO
Studies now has more than 75,000 reports
from 133 countries in its computer data
banks .
The center is about to embark on a
na tiona! fund-ra ising effort , as is a
Washington-based group headed by Dr.
Maccabee. His project, the Fund for UFO
Research (Box 277 , Mount Ranier , Md.
20822 ), is trying to raise enough money so
grants can be awarded to private individuals to do UFO research.
A more detailed investigation might
bring now hidden facts into the public
eye, Dr. Hynek said.
"I'm quite convinced that we are
looking at just the tip of the iceberg with
UFOs ," the astronomer explained .." PC(}o
ple do not understand the scope of this
thing . And because they do not understand. we are faced with a legion of the
bewildered silent. People need courage to
come out and say, ' Yeah . damn it, I did
see something that I couldn't explain .' "
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UFO-Iike lights, sounds stir ·Chesapeake
By JOHN SHERWOOD
Ledger-Star Staff Writer
CHESAPEAKE- Dempsey Miller
was driving south on Battlefield Boulevard toward his grandmother's house
when he saw it in 'the sky.
It hovered above him about treetop
high, he said. It was large and round
and saucer-shaped .
"It came out of nowhere," Miller
said of the Jan. 10 incident. "It didn't
look like no airplane and it stopped
right over top of me. I stopped the car
dead. . . It was roaring loud. It scared
me to death." ·
Whatever it was there in the sky
above southern Chesapeake near
Great Bridge, Miller was not the only
one who claims to have seen and heard
it.
More than a dozen people say they
saw a bright light or heard a loud noise
near the intersection of Battlefield
Boulevard South and Hillwell Road
about the same time Miller reported
seeing the strange object in the sky.
And residents along Land of Promise
Road say they say a bright, white light
hovering in the sky four days earlier.
They described the object as four or
five times larger than a star .. When
they inspected it with binoculars, they
said they could discern small ptapncks
of colored lights.
Miller claims the celestial object he
saw followed him a short distance to
his grandmother's house and back to

his own home, then moved off along
Hillwell Road, heading east.
He said a circle of bright , off-white
lights on the bottom of the object were
too blinding to see any detaiL He said
there were red, green and blue lights in
a circle around the e~ge, and described
the color of the objects as gray or
silver.
"It was large enough for a station
wagon to go up inside," he said. "I
thought it was ,going to pick my car
up."
"I've never seen him get so scared,"
said his mother, Marguerite Miller,
whose daughter, Cindy, was the U.S.
winner in the Miss World beauty contest in 1977.
Residents along Hillwell and Battlefield heard a loud noise about 7 p.m.
the same night.
Dixie and Wally Peterson of the 1300
block of Hillwell were in the house with
a friend, Marl?w Hanson when they
heard . what they thought was a lowflying jet.
"It sounded like a jet," Dixie said,
"but it was louder than a normal jet
and it sounded like it was going to
crash into the house."
Several other residents along Hillwell heard what they thought was a
low flying jet . . . too low, they said,
and too loud.
Eddie Gray, owner of Gray and Curli~tgs Equipment Co., was working late
whf!n he heard what he said sounded

"like an ajrplane coming in the front
.door."
There were jets flying that night out
of f'eritress Airfield, about the time
MUJer saw the object and the residents
heed the llOise.
Navy Lt. Paul Hederstrom was in an
A.() Intruder about 7 p.m., practicing
"touch and go" landings and takeoffs
at Fentress. He said he sjlw nothing unusual near Battlefield Boulevard and
liillwell Road.
The Federal Aviation Administration reported no unusual sightings on
radar that night, and neither did the
radar watch at Fentress airfield.
A spokesman for the Natiomil UFO
Reporting Center in Washington collected the information but added that
no reports had been made on other
sightings in the area.
The same held true for the Center for
UFO Studies in Evanston, Ill.
The only ortlclal ·s ource confirming
an·y sighting was made by pollee a bout
7 p.m ., Jan. 6.
Officer B.F. Kornegay Jr. was sent
by dispatcher to investigate a UFO
sighting in the neighborhood of Land
of Promise Road.
The Barnes family of the 1000 block
of Land of Promise Road had told police of a large, bright object off to the
~'Outhwest of their home.
Elizabeth Barnes had also notified
her neighbor Robin Redden, a registered nurse.
Both Mrs. Barnes and Mrs. Redden

and several membet:s of their families
s aid they saw the bright object hover
in the southwest sky. With binoculars,
they said, they thought they could see
reddish lights.
Mrs. Redden thought the colored pinpricks of light might have been from
the binoculars. Mrs. Barnes saw a reddish tinge when the object seemed to
lose some brightness.
Officer Kornegay did not see the object when he arrived in the area, but
did see what he described as "a large
white light, larger than stars, moving
off at an angle south" as he drove
southward on Centerville Turnpike.
And Mrs. Annie Lamm, who is 80 and
lives along Battlefield Boulevard near
whe re Jtfiller stopped his car, said
something happened.
She told her sister-in-law, Mrs. Jessie Warren, that she heard a very loud
noise, the dishes shook, the television
went awry and a bright light shone in
her living room.
Virginia Beach has also had some
strange occurences recently.
Residents of the Princess Anne Plaza area described flashes of light, loud
explosions and blue balls of light duriilg the last week of December.
Several r esidents of Forest Glen
RQad described the explosions as louder than fireworks, and one resident
said the blue light that passed through
th neighborhood was larger than a basketball.
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Little green thumbs?
Giant vegetables are real, but farmer's story is hard to swallow
San Dieao, Calli. - UPI - Every now and then Bill
Robinson takes the !().. pound onion out of his freezer and
contemplates it .
Behind the gargantuan vegetable lies the strange tale,
difficult to believe, of the wonder farmers from outer
space.
Even if the explanation is nonsense, there is no denying
the reality of t he onion, or the photographs Robinson has
of cabbages 3 feet wide and collard greens up to 5 feet
long.
Robinson is the information officer for the San Diego
Police Department. Local reporters generally give him
high marks for credibility .
It was while vacationing in Irapuato, Mexico, Robin·
son said, that he discovered farmer Jose Carmen Garcia,
according to a copyright report in San Diego Home and
Garden magazine.
Garcia's produce is the wonder of the marketplace In
Valle de Sa ntiago, a village 260 miles northwest of Mexi·
co City near Irapuato. he said. Townspeople gather to
marvel at his 8-pound onions, cabbages weighing from 44
to 60 pounds and collard greens as big as palm fronds .
Housewi ves swear they are as tender and tasty as normal
sized vegetables.
Yet, Garcia, 50, plows his 3-acre plot behind a mule or
horse , just like his neighbors, buys the same seed at the
village general store, and does not use fertilizer.
A loca l photograher, Oscar Arredondo, intrigued by a
radish the size of a softba ll, asked Garcia hi s secret.
Garcia told him that in l 9·n 1 as a youth of 17 struggling to make ends meet on the farm inherited from his

father , be met a stranger, who looked and
1alked like a Mexican peasant.
The stranger said he bad been heJd captive by tall , fair humanoids In a tunnel
beneath a nearby volcano. Hla captors
spoke unintelligible gibberish, be saJd,
and Jived on outsize vegetables.
He said he had memorized their magic
formula, which he sketched on a scrap of
paper. He told Garcia to concentrate on
the symbols and that after a period of
time, the "message" would become clear,
then walked away .
Challenged to 1rowotr
After several sleepless nights, Garcia
got the revelation - whatever It was planted the seeds and has produced gigantic vegetables ever since.
Arredondo wrote about Garcia in the
Irapuato newspaper, El Alacran, and a
Mexico City magazine, llbpacto.
An imaginative Agriculture Ministry
official took up Garcia's challenge to
prove his crop-growing prowess in a
growoff against any farmer on neutral
soil.
The ministry laid out two 20-acre plots
near Camp de Tangasneque in Tampico

State in December, 1978. The competing
tract was farmed by a team of ministry
experts and local farmers handpicked
from a nearby cooperative, using fertilizers.
No samples kept
At harvest time, the results were tal·
lied. Garcia still has the tote sheets, be
laid, showing the ministry team averaged
30 tons of produce per acre, compared
with his 106 tons.
A ministry official thanked Garcia for
h.is time and told him he could ·sell the
produce, disappointing Garcia, who had
expected to be summoned to Mexico City
to reveal the formula to the government.
which did not even keep samples.
"Why isn't the world interested?" Arredondo asked Robinson in the chance
sidewalk cafe encounter in lrapuato that
put Robinson on Garcia's trail.

Robinson and Arredondo went to the
farm north of town where Garcia presented Robinson w ith the monumental
onion. Why didn 't the government experts give him recognition?
"Perhaps," he replied, " they took it
personally."

FOREIGN NEWS
ADVERTISER , Geelong, Victoria, Australia.
Nov. 24, 1979 CR : P. Norman

UFO over Madrid

Group sees
The Victori an UFO Research Society is investi gating
circles foun d in grass on a farm at Eurack .
T\':o

NEWS, Pretoria, South Africa- Nov. 29, 1979 CR: J. Brill

m emt~ rs

or the !iOCif'!y yes . o;'. n!' !" or t h e farm . ~.rr . Bill T'n ne.
tertia:; went to the far m to e ~a min ., , •. It o had m ov. f d t he p4ddock for hay
the circl rs a nd take .<amples for te s t .. on T hursday.
In~ .
Mr. N orman said the rin!!S werl.' still
Tht' ir ln t l'rt>st ~As arou .;ed afte r plomly n.~ tble. but t ests with a ~ei~e r
fJ•l':li catie>n o! a JJhotnt; ra ph G'f on e cou n t~ r t.llowed nothin g.. Ho11·evcr.
of !he r i rrl t'~ in the G crlong Adve rt .. furthe r t ests n·IJI lY-! m <.o.JC on sample3
i scr on Thur.~ rt ~.y .
taken from the p a::cla::l;..
T h e sod.: ty's vice-prl'~ i dent. Mr.
Mr . Norman said u~., suciet:r v.·as as ..
P 11ul Norman, ~:a l d t!le ban d ~ of a f· f>l\ted in Its i nvesti~:ation~ by scier. t ist s
f ected grass , mcasu rm~ 35 r m a n d u .~ ing a technique for t'!stlng ~h at .Is
al mos t pt> r1 rctl:,· circula r , v.·e re th~ k nown n s t h ermolu minesence.
::arne wi d t h as tn a simila r circle
Th is tenn r.:-fers to the a bilit y or
f oun d al L<:ltchv•ll t>, bl'twe.! n Cohun a min erals p resent on ~O!l!i and rocks to
and G un oowe r, in r.orthern VIctoria , emi t visible li ~ht t\·hen heated. T he
ln 19"17.
t echnique ena bles 5clcntlsts t o det ect
o'•'> 20 t.~n r~ o m that e r as ~ circle Whl'ther an area has been I>Ubj ect ed
, •. :<5 a notllc r, t he same size, on a n
t o any ion is in~: r::.diation.
t:nmJ d c road.
~l r. N 0r ms.n said te~ts of a circle
:-Jr. l\ Qrman fal d a r.l): h r-r Ri m\1ar f oun d Kt T ull; , in Queenslan d , h ad
• irrlc "::•s found :~t Ccc~\·:lc-1~ nea r r ho1•: n a lc,·eJ o r nuiatlon sll;:lltly
H:!l::, ra t. <:n Cllr i~ttn:: :; fla y. lfi7?.
:. br.ve that or t he su~ roun d int: coun~ wll ci~ tl es , llr• ~ait!. cou:r! Le caus - tr,7.
ed b.r rn n gu s. b ;:t ti 1~v' ·:. er,- non:;ll•JI'. ~·• rr . te.<t l': t: r,r a c: ;rcl '" r:~ ... r
~ lly rJthr. r r .IP.<;(•r! m apprarar.tr .
:,rtldlira fr <'rn whic i1 :•n r,b.1cct had r ~ 
,..{ r ~·rJr.11i1 ! 1 w• s ~ C~'·lr.p o r:ir :i y~s- P<Hil'dly bvc n s~cn r i~i nr, failed to
1t-.r•1ay by ' . 1~ . P" t G t!rl r·a. a :ot tmbr.r bhow any 15i1; n or rad tatt vl t.
ef th ~ UFO r rs earth l>()C i!!ty1 wht> ha d
The r c:;:Jit of te ~:ts bc !n~ C<i r r•e d out
a K@' ¥lT courttt r ~ rt d ln stnnncnts f or in Gu lon~ on S.ll m plt·~ htcn fr om t he
' h eckmg m::gncti ~· rl .
nrcl~s li t f: l! r r. t k is net e,;pccted to be
T hey were s h own the rm gs by tne l; no Kn unltl next week .

has Spain buzzing
O~· n ('nrrP!IpnndPnt
MADRID . . On tht> 111m~ nl~~:ht
a Frtnc:bman was rPportedly anatc:h~d
rrr.m a car near P:arls and c:arrt~d
orr In a u•·o, a similar objPrt
was !ilghtrd by hundreds of pl'oplc:
onr Madrid.
Two local radio stations broadcast
e~·~> - ~ltnts~ account!> and pollt'P also
51W thP ohjtc:t. whlc:b they dt'srrlbtd
as circular and ~~:h-lng off lnlenn
flash"!! of hlur ll~oth!.
Two pollee cars wl're. sent to
1 husy lnttr!llec:tlon In th~ c:lty when

DAILY. 'l'ELEGa.APll,

the lli'U appcartd to r~•maln t~fatfnn·
ary aboH• It for ~nme tlmt . A rro"·d
of apf'ctaton ~otathPrtd .
Radin rc-porlt•rs !!ahl thf' ohlf'<'t
Jtnt off ~rrct'n , rf'd and " ·hilt flasht>~ .
It was first rf' porttd ol'tr thf' !'panlt~h
capital at 10.30 J•m nn Tul's<la~·.
Low frtquen<' r radln tnn111ml!1·
slnn!i w f' r f' r.-portrdly lntf'rruptrlt
lor ahout !JII mlnutf'!l from I am
Yt>!lill'rda~· and Stat.- serurlty lnH·~ttu.
tor!' and Spanl110h Air For<'f' oh,~>n· pn
confirmed thf' "'t!Pnce of th• ob)t<'t.

-Syctnei, .N.-S .W~.,

Australia. - Feb -.-~1;

1986

-Fleet of UF"Os sighted- ~
·~ whole fleet of unidentified Oyla!'
ObJec&s was spotted last night over
~t~~ near L'J\quUa In soutbero

f tom AFP:-· Ro~

ant\'ed In 'lleat termauo~- ~
soath .. west.
Senral doun witnesses ~ '.ore tbey
&.ae· of the ~ ..,._ ......_ fa..
were oot sutferluc from masa mtae.s ......_ ~ _.:~
_h_a_n_u_cla_•_tlu_n__
bu_t__,b_a_t__th_e__n_ee_,__the7...;_AY.
_________....·__, _~_..J

~
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:Snapped-the (baby' that
i came from outer space
t5

By KEVI N MURPHY
A P RIVAT E d 2t::oc t iv2 beli e ves

h e h as fi lm 21 "a m::m from
oute:· space."
A!td CFO exj)er's a:·~ e:.;cited
over the cme ftl:n tlu t ap;:>ears to
show .. a 11u.man embryo-ltke .. object
d :sembark m.; frcm a flywg saucer
U) a nd hovering between t\\·o .. space~ c mrt.·•
~
The film wc1 s "hot nr:t:· .>. (!0laid0,
A ustralia, by :O.! r. Jo o<" Dur:~n. who
~ ~;~grated !rom Brit::.in six years

~

According to him, tl:i ;; ;, what

~

h ~ppPned

~

.. A r ed·and - amb~r It~!:· cntr.e
in to s; :; ht fr om a no rth··.\ esterly
d irection. It w.1 s tra,· ell.t~>! n:ry
sl o1.,:l y to·.\·:1rc:s thf' sou:.h.r :-.c:.::.

,......

Ar e th ey

al ie n spacecraft ?

"ThrougiJ. binoc•dars I \\' J.t ch ~ d
tt for a littl e while. t hen the ll~ht
seemed to ; pproJ.ch me where I 11·as
s tandmg in m y ga~den.
"I film ed lt. Tr.ere was a stran 3e

kind of ft ashi ng and, alth ough it
was travelling very slowly l'·ith no
sound, I thought at firs t it might
be a plane.
"To my surprise. when I developed the film I saw sor,telhing
that I hadn·t noticed when I was
acL.i:llly filming.
"T hf're was a white-c oloured
ob ject travelling from an a ngle. It
sto~p r d
fur a couple of seconds
abon:' what 1 thou gh t was a pl an e.
"lt made a jerking mo vement
abo·.-e the fl ashin g light. then move d
otT Ill a differenc direc tion .
.. Thr whol e mo1·ement on film
looks li1.;:• a large V sign . \loving
betwee!t the spacec raft was a
hum:11101d, fle s h coloured at c ne end
but wtth th e rest of its body co,·ered
in a blue shroud.
.. Niicrosccpic examination of the

film has shown two more h umanoids
in and aroun d t he spacecraft."
Britain·s Con t act I nternational
organisation has spent mon ths investigating the film.
It believes that two separa t e balls
of ltght are alien spacecraft.
Re search officer for the group.
Mr. Derek Mansell, said : "T he lights
cannot be t h ose of aircraft, a nd
space agencies have confirmed th a t
there wll.s no debris entering the
earth 's atmosphere at that place and
ttm e.··
Mr. Ma n sell said there were
several sig h t ings of UFOs in Aus~
trali J. anrl New Zt'ala nd around the
t ime whe n the film was taken.
A pilot of a light a ircraft
van islt~d
after reporting a UFO
h over u: g abo ·.-e his plane.
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Residents break silence to tell of their close encounter

The night

UFOs held
a Cambs
village

spellbound
A Cambridgeshire village broke its silence yesterday to tell of the night it was shocked by a
swarm of unidenhfied flying objects.
For around three hours villagers at Harston
and others at neighBy Paul Markillie
bouring Hauxton and
Foxton, · watched a
However, it had no wing
"firework display" of
lights or Hashing tail lights.
As its port side was visilights dodging around
ble to us , a red light would
the sky.
have been visible if it was
But for some the enter·
tainment turned to fear.
when
a
massive
UFO
hovered low past some
homes and a village pul7,
where the regulars called in
the police.
Baffled villagers, includ ·
ing many UFO sceptics, told
of:
B r iII ian t
flashing
stationary and moving configurations
of
coloured
lights.
e Massive shapes coast-

an aircraft. No wings were
visible."
The pub's landlord, Mr
Michael Bradford said the
first lights had appeared in
the sky early in the evening
and had been commented
on and watched by about
15 customers.
He added : "By about 9 pm
mo st of us were outside
with our drinks watching
them. It was rather like a
firework display.

e People who hid away
incfoors rather than face
the spectacle and others
who drove off the road to
avoid being under UFO
flight paths.
Only yesterday - almost
a week after the incident
on November 29 - did the
villagers talked and then.
only after the events wt>re
first described to the "News"
by a passing motorist.

"Then something with the
shape of an airship, dead
silent, with a white light
at each end and a yellowy
glow from what appeared
to be a row of windows
came across from the back
of the pub towards Cam·
bridge.
"It was eerie, as if floating along. Sull.denly the
whole thing wasn't funny
anymore. I thought I ought
to do something and so
went and telephoned the
police, but by the time an
officer arrived it had gone."
Mr Bradford said along
with pther customers he
had seen unusual lights in
the sky over the Christmas
period last year and a number recently before last
week's incident.
He added : "I know what
I saw, and · there were
plenty of others who saw it
as well. They were not aircrjlft. and it is not a hoax.
but I could not explain to
anyone what it was."
Mr Ken Mansfield also
said he witnessed something
along with his family at
their home on the London
Road at Harston.
He described an orange
glow towards Cambridge
followed by a red flash
which dulled to show a second orange light, above and
to the left of the first, both
of which faded away into
the distance.
Mr Mansfield said : "I am
a sceptic about UFO's, but
I do not think those could
have possibly been an aircraft. I just do not know
what it was. but it would
be good to find out."

e

~i~h sNrun~rna~~~o~~deo.::~

White light
Villagers sketched and
described what they had
seen, often witnessed by
other members of their
families, but some would
not be named for fear of
ridicule.
The
sightings
broadly
divide
into
five
nuin
~roups :

of.th~e~i~~~ulj~:~rm:~~h
split apart.

..~teAlic~f

1

~hl~h s~tj~~~~~i

appears, drifts · and then
vanishes.
e A red light which appears to pulse and dashes
rapidly abovt the sky.

wl~ ~ri~:~;l~~n~d l~hfs~

and, accordine: to one account, with a white searchlight-type beam.

w~: ~~~=iv:n3bjJiJm~~~
ted windows described

as

~~~~h~!t an~ikaen "!irs~f~i~~f:

windows".
During that evening laboratory technician Mr David
Flood, of Westly Lodge
Farm Cottages, Six-Mile-Bottom. was driving across the
Shepreth railway crossing
when his girlfriend spotted
what "appeared to be a
rather ·l arge low-flying aircraft."
The couple stopped for a
drink at the Old English
Gentleman at Harston to
find the majority of the pub
standing outside.
Mr Flood said : "What we
saw I can only describe
as being like a large railway carriage with two lines
of briniant ·l ights visible
on its port side.
"Naturally I thought it
was some kind of aircraft.

Glow

Difficult
Solicitors' managing clerk,
Mr Jeremy Hooper, also observed the odd lights with
his family and followed one
set with binoculars from the
tack bedroom window of
his home in Hawthorn Way,
Hauxton, which looks out
towards the Gogs.
He describes various configurations of lights and a
"wedge
or
boomerang
shape" moving slowly above
rooftops.
Mr Hooper said : "It was
alarming and you do feel
dubious about saying any-

"News" artist Peter Froste's impression of the scene at Harston on the night of the UFOs.
thing to people about it
for fear of ridicule.
"It was strange not to
hear any form of aircraft
engine noise and it was
extremely difficult to gauge
its size. It was amazing and
I cannot explain it."
Other witnesses in the
area described dramatic ac counts of similar lights and
shapes. A housewife recalled backing away and
shielding her eyes from the
glare of the "coach-type "
object as it passed close to
her home.
She said : " It was so unreal I find it hard to belie'lc
I saw il I do not believe in
UFO's, but it was so quiet
it was not an aircraft. There
was no noise."
But she refused to be
named, along with a young
man who drove out of the

:t~ ~l~U~~do~~~c~i~! ::~~

"I know what I saw, and
that's good enough for me.
I could not stand the stick
A spokesman for Cambridge police said : "A police
officer arrived at the pub
about a quarter of an hour
after we received the call.
He could not see anything
and went to a hill at Newton to keep observation,
but again saw nothing.

Unexplained
"There was no iocal flyIng that night and as far
as we are concerned it is
unexplained and we cannot
take the matter further."
Dr David Dewhirst, the
staff astronomer at the Institute of Astronomy, Mad ingley Road, Cambridge ,
said there had, in recent
months, been a number of
reports of unusual light.~
In the sky in the southern
part of Cambridgeshire, al though nothing like those
made at Harston.
He added : "I have taken
them as serious reports of
what people have seen, but
cannot throw any light on
what they might be. It is
extre mely difficult if you
have not seen these things
yourself."
The British UFO Research
Assoc iation, which has been
contacted by Mr Bradford,
is to send an Investigator.

Mr Bradford with sketches of two UFOs he saw flying over the village.
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of the Bermuda Triangle. Now
Welsh Triangle. Local sightings
of unidentified flying objects - UFOs- have
become almost as common as giant sunflowers
in the summer in the pages of this and other
newspapers, so the proposal of a mysterious
corner of West Wales as the home of UF0inspired happenings is, at the very least, topical.
Peter Paget's The Welsh Tri~n~le (Panther £1.25)

is a new paperback that really tsn t so much about a
Bermuda-type triangle but an account of all those
sightings reported from Pembrokeshire in 1977 and
1978.
He suggests UFOs are
You will probably
recall those stories. They stationed under the sea off the
W elsh coast, observing topstarted with isolated secret military activities, and
experiences, given more that there is a massive official
credibility than most cover -up operation .
Common sense tells us
because of the reliability
of the witnesses, then they ' re all crazy, all those
grew and grew so that P~mb~ pt!QP!e. ~
Paget, £'hil Vaughan Jnd Llcw
almost everybody · in the
Davies of Bridgend
Kev1n
"triangle" seemed to Miely of Cwmbran, Gtyn Burn
have some sort of Close of Tv Coch, David Awcock at
Encounter, including a Panteg, and all those before
and after who claim to have
crowd of children and seen UFOs .
their teacher .
But what if they're right?
Th e
sightings
weren't
limited to Pembrokesh ire,
either. Phil Vaughan and Llew
Da v1es of Br idgend told Peter
Paget : " On Tuesday, February
1. 1977 at 7 .57 three of us, all
adults, watched for about
seven minutes a long cigar·
shaped object , low on the
horizon in a south-east
direction. As we watched. it
moved across the skyline;
twice it stopped then went out
of sight .''

In November 1976, Mr .
Kevin M1ely. a secur it y offic er
of Cwmbran, saw a weird
object as he was patrolling a
building site .
"It was a clear n igh t and all
the stars were out," reported
Mr . Miely. "I was just doing
the rounds when I noticed1his
star-like thing hovering over
the mountain. It was not like
any of the other stars - a lot
bigger in fact - and it was
flash ing red, green and white .
" There was an eerie
presem:e about it - as if It was
WJ1ching over Cwmbran ."
Mr. Glyn Burn and his
girlfriend also saw the object .
" It appeared to be over
Henllys ." he said . "There was
a strange glow from it and it
looked as though it was
flashing orange and white . It
seemed to have a tail stretching from it but at that stage
it did not look as if it was
mov1ng .
It disappeared eventually
towards Pontypool. A similar
obJect was sighted by Mr .
David Awcock . a production
foremar, at Panteg steelworks .
These incidents are all in
Peter Paget's The Welsh
Triangle, a fascinating book
for all its atrocious writing. But
surely all those good ~teop le
around Broad Haven , Pembrokeshire, are mistaken,
hallucinating en masse? Isn't
Peter Paget merely mixing his
behef in UFOs with a good
deal of journalistic OP·
portunism7 He can't be relied
upon to be impartial - and he
certa inly can ' t be relied upon
to be accurate , calling Wa les
Cymbru - and his conclusions
are a little bizarre.

You m ight th ink UFOs a
modern phenomenon . Not so .
They have been sighted, and
reliably recorded, for many
years.

ScientifiC records, since
they were first kept, have
contained
accounts
of
unexplained objects in the sky,
many well before the usual
explanations could be given
today of high -flying aircraft,
weather balloons, secret
missilfls or satellites .
And Wales has always been
a good sighting area . The
reports we are getting these
days merely echo those of the
past.
A good year was 1905. On
February 1 the Daily Mail
reported a brillia nt disc over
Wales . which hung motionless
for a while before it moved off.
On March 29 a vertical tube
of l1ght appeared in tne sky
over Cardiff "like an iron bar
heated to an orange-coloured
glow" according to witnesses .
On September 2 an intensely dark object flying at an
estimated height of two miles
was recorded over Llangollen .
On January 17, 1913 . no
less a person than the Chief
Constable of Glamorgan saw a
huge airship leaving a dense
smoke tra il over Cardiff. In the
same month another so-called
airship was seen over the
Dowlais Valley and another
aer ial tube . this time w ith
sweeping lights. was seen over
many parts of South Wales .
Maybe these U FOs were
actually airships : Zeppelins
were well established - after
all . why else would these
objects be described as airships7 Maybe they were those
new -fangled
aeroplanes .
Maybe they were tricks of the
light. Maybe .

And what do we make of
the testimony of a Card iff man
called Lith bridge. who on May
18, 1909 was walk ing in the
hills near Caerphilly? He came
across a large cylindr ica l
construction and inside two
odl3 -looking beings aparently
dressPd in fur coats.

skies above them, vanished
Celtic gods, dragons and lakemonsters.

They broke into an alien kind
of gabbling wh en they saw
h1m and the next minute the
machine rose in the air and
flew away. It had no wings and
made little noise and there was
a depression in the grass at the
spot he pointed to later after
telling Iris story to presumably
the first people he could find.
Mr . Lith bridge could have
had a brainstorm . We don't
know if he was on the way
from a pub. He could have
b~en round the twist. But
what if he was right?

But serious research now
seems to be on the brink of
establishing some sort of
energy. system that our ancestors knew about and
tapped with their standing
stones, tumps, stone circles
and cromlechs.
The theory of ley-lines was
"rediscovered" by Herefordian
Alfred Watkins in the 1920s.
He found that ancient sites on
the map could be linked w ith a
network of perfectly straight
lines thus forming miles-long
alignments .
Modern ley-hunters say that
the ancient sacred sites were
chosen because of the "earth
energy" to be found there, and
that standing stones, like
those at Trellech , were as
acupuncture needles in the
nervous system of the earth .

It isn't generally realised,
perhaps , that there a,:e a good
many people in the military
and scientific worlds who have
by
now accepted
that
something
like
"flying
saucers" do exist and that
there is life on other planets
and that they are visiting us .
In the 1950s, after the first
spate
of
modern - day
sightings, the RAF set up a
five-year programme of UFO
research . They refused to
release the findings to the
pLblic partly because they
would be too controversial and
partly because they would
have to reveal top-secret
information.
But Air Chief Marshal Lord
Dowding stated:
"The
existence of these machines is
proved, and I have accepted it
absolutely ."
And astronomer and author
of The Sirius Mystery Robert
Temple says: "I have certainly
never met an astronomer of
today who seriously doubted
that there must be countless
numbers
of
intelligent
civilisations
scattered
throughout the universe on
other planets which are or·
biting around stars.
"Any people who still
believe human beings are
unique as intelligent life in thE•
universe are seriously out of
touch wit11 reliable and in.
formed estimates by scientists
and astronomers."
Perhaps Robert Temple and
all his friends are nutty.
Perhaps those amony them
who also believe in the
existerrce of UFOs are even
nuttier. Lord Dowding, too.
But what if the're right?
There are those who believe
that not only do UFOs exist
and visit Planet Earth but that
they navigate by ley-lines . Leylines?
According to conventional
archeologists, the existence of
a grid of energy lines· across
the countryside is no more
than the product of overworked imagination verging on
the lunatic.

Where ley-lines cross socalled "nodal points" - the
earth-energy is at its greatest .

I spoke not so long ago to
someone who had, on instinct
followed a suspected UFO
from Bristol, over the Severn
Bridge and up the by-roads of
Gwent and Herefordshire.

"The remarkable fact," says
Mr. Jenkins, "is simply that
after you have mechanically
traced out a series of alignments which give rise to exact
crossing-points (the nodes),
those points will time·and time
again prove to be the sites of
tales that will involve data of
an order increasingly within
the contmes of the UFO
phenomena ."
UFO-spotting has grown so
much that Newport has its
own group, formed a few
· weeks back by Mrs. Myfanwy
Davies. They get regular
reports from members, who
have to fill in detailed reports.
Interestingly, one of the
most recent sightings comes
from Pontllanfraith, near what
a browse through the last ten
years' UFO-spotting, reveals
as a UFO centre .
As well as those Peter Paget
records, back in 1970 Mrs.
Pamela Morrison saw an
upside-down V-shape shining
golden object near Pontypool.
In October 1971 Mrs. Ann
Baldwin saw a red, cone shaped object heading
towards Twyn Barlwm and at
Cwmbran 13-year-old Julie
Taylor also saw the red cone,
reporting lights on each side,
near Twyn Barlwm.

Dusk became night and
when the UFO stopped and
hovered over a hilltop· in old
Archenfield, that district that
was once both Wales and
England between the Wye and
Black Mountains, the Motorist
had not the faintest idea where
he was.

And in January this year
various people saw a UFO over
Cwmbran, described as a
round object shooting bright
colours, red, blue, green and
silver . The same UFO was
recorded at Croesyceiliog.

He was in countryside he
hadn''t visited before and when
he got out at a point along a
narrow track above which the
mysterious light in the sky now
remained, he found himself
parked next to an impressive
prehistoric monument, Arthur's Stone, a cromlech that
is the crossing-point of many
ley-lines.

Those people in Gwent who
have reported red cones,
golden balls, multi-coloured
and shapeless objects, me1y
have been too influenced by
science-fiction. They may
have witnessed freak optical
illusions .

One of the bits of statistical
evidence for the existence of
ley lines is the strange fact that
there are so many nodal
points. Not infrequently up to
six alignments on a map cross
at precisely the same point.

The UFOs may be secret
aircraft or man-made contraptions, the shiny underbelly
of formations of flying geese
of common-or-garden meteors
and comets hurtling through
the atmosphere.

Like Peter Paget, Stephen
Jenkins found Wales an interesting place for the source
· of stories that fitted in with the
theories in his remarkable
book, The Undiscovered
Country: "Trace out the leylines, and the nodal points· will
involve you in a bewildering
tangle of strange lights in the

Mrs. Myfanwy Davies and
her growing group of UFO
researchers could be wasting
their time chasing after
weather balloons, tricks of the
light and planetry bodies. The
reports they regularly get and
process are possibly no more
than hallucinations, wishful
thinking or just the effects of
bad eyesight.
But what if they're right?

~Strange
0'
~..

"'

light

~seen

over

~Aberdeen
'5I A KINGSWELLS man who
:a saw a strange light or

rl object in the sky over
~ Aberdeen early yesterday

~ ~~~~o:;~~~a~a~~r ~~ ttTe~~~
had also seen it.
~
Mr Roddy McKenzie (35),
., Oaimhill, Kingswells, an archiQ) teet with Aberdeen District
'1:3 Council , was looking out of his
J4 house at the sun rising when he
saw the object low on the
horizon and moving upwards
at an angle of about 30 degrees.
"' Last night he said: "I called
~ my wife Rosemary and my two
~ sons. Robin and Malcolm. and

~

S t~~~g~~~~ ~:; ai\a~~u;irt~;il~
2_.. but it was too clearly defined

~
Cl)

~

for that. When it reached its
highest point it hung suspended for a few moments and
then disappeared. About 30
seconds later the whole thing
happened again.
" It was in the direction of
AhPrdeen and I would est1mate
t11at it must have been over the
Sl'a. Some of my colleagues at
work had seen it from the 11th
floor of St Nicholas House.
"The Met Office and Air
Traffic Control at Dyce could
not explain what it might have
been but said they had received other reports of something being seen."

HERALD, Folkeetoae, England
Dee. 21, 1979

More mystery
night sights
ANOTHER UFO may· have been spotted flying over FolKestone at the weekend. Two
strange lights were· --seen over the hllls at
Cheriton in the early hours of Sunday.
The sighting came almost
exactly 24 hours after a series
of mystery r.oises and flashing lights were reported over
the town.
The Sunday sighting came
shortly before 3 am aa Mr
John ·Preston and his wife.
JUI, were returning to their
home in Langdon Road,
Cheriton, after an evenq
out.
" They were very strange,
certainly not aircraft lights.
They seemed to come tc>aether and then gradually
they became hazy and van.
\shed as 1t they had gone
into thick cloud," said Mrs.
Preston.

"But when we got ou~ of
ttte car and looked at the
Jlty, it was a brilllo.ntly clear
rtight with no cloud about at
~1."

This week Mr Andrew Hall
ol the British UFO Research
t.ssociaUon said that he
yould be interested to hear
.-om anyone who had seen
or heard anything unusual
aver th'e weekend.
He can be contacted at 22
Tyaon Road, Folkestorre <telephone 57221).
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DSIR 'debunking'
of Kalkoura UFO

BROKIEY TIMES, Kent, England

Dec. 27, 1979
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QUENTIN FOGARTY, Can- that mornin~ was "most
terbury, Victoria (above), likt!ly a fishtng boat seen
writes to the editor of The. under quite normal viewing
Dominion:
·
conditions".
Hany of your readers arc
Sir, - I have just received prcbably
not aware that in
a copy of a report put out by
Jauuary,
when the New
W Ireland of the Physics and
Zcnland
Government
Engineering Laboratory of
the DSIR, which is titled rel-!ased its original report
"Unfamiliar Observations of into the sightings, I was told
IJghts in the Night Sky". The b,Y an ofCicial government
report covers a number of spokesman that we could
slghtings of strange lights in safely assume that we had
the New Zealand sky from filmed Venus, and that there
December .20, 1978, to Jan- woJid be no ·further com·
uary 10, 1979, with special ment on the matter.
reference to the.sightings on
the morning$ of December
21 and 31.
No option
As the television reporter
involved ln the December 31
lightings, . I feel that Mr
I can only assume that the
Ireland's report cannot be DS~R scientists involved In
allowed to pass without that original report COil•
aome comment.
sequently discovered that
He claims that the bright Ve11us did not rise till after
object we saw and filmed we bad finished filming and
from the flight deck of a they were left with no option
~ft . Air . Argosy . as we but to come up with another
dim~ out of Cbristchurcla theory.
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Mr Ireland's repcrt Is one
of suggestion, supposition
and guess-work and cont<Jns
some glarlng errors. I can
only hope that these were
DOt made deliberately. It'
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Phenomenon

CAPTAIN · Vern Powdll•
who piloted the Safe Air
Argosy from which tha

When Mr Ireland is referring to the December 21
sightings and the radarvisunl sighting involving
Captain Vern Powell ·and
First Officer Ian Pirie, he
makes the following comment: "About the time of
this sighting of a light from
the aircraft, the Wellington
radar was also picking up a
return which apparently
tracked and kept pace with
the aircrait for about 19km.
The aircrew did not identify
the light to be coming from
tt.e position of the 'object'
showing on the Wellington
radar." .
If what Mr Ireland says is
true, then one of the strongest radar-visual sightings
o£ the December 21-31 period would appear to be
without much substance.
UowteVer. Mr lrtJand's

.
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·Dr Maccabee and 19 of his ~
.
American colleagues., all t+
THE UFO filmed from Clarence River by 8 .TV1
e_xpert.s in. ~eir various
cameraman
fields, mamtam that the
·
object we captured on film
. .
statement IS at complete the cadar operators at the on December 31 cannot be ~N
~
variance with the facts.
· Wellington· air ·traffic con- identified. It is a bona fide
When I !ntervlewed Cap- trot centre. Mr Ireland unidentified flying object, ~~
tain Powell nine days after refers to this log throughout. and contrary to popular
the sighting, he told me he · his report. However, he fails tclief, that does· not
had been directed · to the to mention the following necessarily mean it ls a
I
bright object by Wellington relevant entry for the morn- spacecrafL It is a t>hent:1
radar and he confirmed that ing of December 21:
omenon and to date sctence
ct
ct
the light was in· the same
"Time, 0328. Subject, . bas not been able to provide
position as the target show- More UFOs !! : SAF BM·CH an answer. Offici~ldom has
......,
1ng on the Wellington radar (Argosy flight, Blenheim to always sou~ht to debunk
.....
screen.
Christchurch) saw a bright. UFO sightings ~nd t.he
That interview with Cap- red light definitely airborne witnesses.
tain Powell is still on bpe 2-3000ft higher than the A/C
However, in spite o( this,
and confirms the radar- (aircraft). SRE (Wellington the phenomenon has not
visu:ll sighting, in spite or radar) al:;o shows an echo to gone away and I believe thia
Mr Ireland's claim to the the east of the Argosy by 23. latest clumsy attempt at
r.:ontrary.
This target was seen both debunking will satisfy only
As further proof, I refer vi!>ually by the A/C omd on those who prefer to lace life
Mr Ireland to ~ log kept by S~E to keep pace '!flth the with blinkers.
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No doulit the conclusion
by an American optical
physicist, Dr Bruce Maccabee, that the light source
we filmed that morning
~ould not be explained by
conventional
scientific
means was also .a major
reason (or the New Zealand .
Government deciding to re.
enter the fray.
lncidt:ntally, the DSIR
sclenti~ts have yet to study
the entire UFO footage. The
only film they have had to
work with is the small
segment which' was satelliteted to New Zealand as part
of the original news
broadcast.
•
I .know th:~t p:1rts of Mr
Ireland's report have been
published in various newspapers
around
New
Zealand and my concern is
that people may have been
left with the impression that
everything has been ex·
plained satisfactorily. Noth·
Inc could be further from
the truth.

~ ~

which are, to say the least,
rather suspect. H·Jwever, I
tcl ie,·e the segment I havl!
referred to here should be
sufficient to convince thir:ki.1g people that the "fishing
ooal" theory ~nd the other
ruess·work advanced by Mr
Ireland should be seriously
questioned.

would take far mort: space
than that allowed here to go
Into a detailed criticism of
th~ report, but as an example of its questionable nature I would like to mention
one of those errors.

sighting cllsputecl
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'airerllrt southbound for 1%
mlles."
Tiiere arc many oth~:r
parts o! Mr Irel:.md's report
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... MYSTERY lights of a
cigar-shaped UFO have
been spotted hovering
over Aldershot on two
Cl)
evenings running.
u} It was first seen hovering
~
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UFO investigators in area
SENIOR MEMBERS of the VIctorian Unlde"tlflecl Flying
Oblect Research Society visited Warracknabeal on Thursday to
lnv•tlgate slghtlngs by local peopl..

Society vtce-preatdeAt,
Paul Norman and .eeretary. John Thompeon were
~ vta!ttng major country
~ towJut in the state tnve.U.~ attng sighttngs of UFO'a
~ and generally keepma in
touch with eoeiety mem6 ben and contacts.
~ Paul and John are VOluntary members of the aoct~ ety which geta its ttnance
aolely from membenbip
q5 feea. The aoctety's memP.. bership fluctuates between
~ ~and 7GO people, depending on the publlcit)t on
UFO' a at the Ume.
FADU.Y QUIET
Paul explained sighttnp
ot UFO's usually came in
"waves" or "tlapa", when
the number of alghtlnga
increaaed. He said it waa a
'f!Woly quiet time at the
.moment, as far as sighting& were concerned.
Paul and John inveattgated sighttngs in Horsham,
StaweU and the Grampiaua
&tter leaving Warrack.
There has been a spate ot
UFO sighttngs in the Wlmmera recently, especially
in the Grampians, where a
team of UFO inv~Ugaton
have already visited.
Paul and John interviewed Warracknabeal
residents, Andre.w and
Merctna Ellades of The
Avenue, about the UFO
they saw in the town Sunday week ago.
The Ellades, Merctna ·s
aJater Froctna and neighbor Mra Amy Fry obaerved
a UFO floating around the
aky between 9.30 JIM and 10
pm from outside their
~

£

hom ea.

Andrew deacribect the
object aa "tort ot a big
orange light". He said 1t
wu very bright and glowIn&' and diat1nctively round.
At one stage 1t had two
Uttle protrusions coming
from opposite each other.
Paul and John can be
contacted at the Victorian
UFO Research Society,
P.O. Box
Moorabin,
VIctoria, SlSi. Paul can be
phoned on a82 21502, and
John . B&f1829.

•a.

.,g U.F.O.
<

SIGHTINGS

IN DONEGAL

DAILY TELEGRAPH,
London, England
Jazi. - 10~- 1980

U F 0 FOLLOWED
ITALIAN JET

above Holly Road at about 5.30
p.m. on Saturday.
Nick Marlow, of Highfield
Close, watched it through
binoculars for over an hour
-before rep01:ting it to the police.
Nick (18) said: "It seemed to
be cigar shaped and had a
reddish glow moving around it
which you could only see with
binoculars .
..It was definitely not a star it was too bright It came lower
and then moved slowly away,
out of sight"
Although he drove to high
points around the town, including the Hog's Back, the object
had disappeared.
But it returned the following
evening at dusk. when no stars
were out. and hovered above
Aldershot for nearly two hours.

COLLEGE
He dismissed the suggestion
that it was a helicopter because
it was stationary for so long. His
father, Mr. Humphrey Marlow,
also saw it and admitted that it
looked strange, he said.
And it was not until hearing
of the UFO on Saturday that his
father admitted seeing something about three weeks ago,
said Nick.
Mr. Marlow had been near
Bramshill Police College when
he spotted a similar object
flying low.
Ni<:k commented: "I'm pretty
sure this was a UFO. It was very
stra.nge, very bright and slow-

A number of U.F.O. s1ghting5 .
ha\·e been reported in recent
weeks in North-West Donegal. At
The ltalian Defence Ministrv
Glenvcagh, a night Garda patrol
has declassified an Air . Force
car squad observed Yl' llow and
pilot's :r epo1·t that his Fl04 was
green lights being emitted from a
followed for 23 minutes by an
stationary object in the sky. The
unidentified flying object · in
two Gardai watched the U.l•'.O. for
February 1977. The pilot said
.. a short while until it moved off at
the ob.i~ct glowed brighter in
-:t great speed to the North-East. On
thP ni .~ht sky than t.h:e moon
• lhe same night Hoger Green, a
and sta·rs and stayed 800-900
c Creeslough student. saw the U.F.O.
ya·:·<.ls away.
~ over Loughmore and Ards. He told
11 <' added~ " T aiNted the
the "Democrat" it was movin~
moving."
nrarcst base anct was anthacross the sky very fast. then it
oriscd to inte·rrept it (the
stopped suddenly over . the lake .
U F 0). When I began to show
There were a number of flashin~
my
intentions, · climbing to
lights coming from it but no
J 2,000 feet, the ob.iect kept i_ts
sound of an engine or motor.
distance unchanged, then dlsLater the object was seen by an
appeared."-A P.
off-duty Garda in the Carrigart
area. He had a good view of it
through
binoculars. Again
th~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
flashing lights were recorded but
no sound of any engine. The last
sighting was by a man in Ballycastle who claims that this U.F.O .
passed between Rathlin Island and
the mainland at 11.55 p.m. on ·
0
Wednesday 12th December.
0
Mr. Honald Carleton .
CreesA RUSHDEN woman ha" craft are conventional. We
lough. also saw an object just bereported she spotted a UFO nave nothing that resembles
fore Christmas in a bog, close tc
hovering over the town yes- a UFO ."
his home. " It was moving over the
terdav.
A spokesman from RAF
moorland at a slow speed and 1
could sec nothing but flashin~
Mrs Alexandra Smith. of Alconbury, near Cambridge.
lights, green and yellow one? .
Ashridge Close, told the said it was unlikely anything
There was no no1se but when 11
Evening Telegraph she saw a from the American base
took off to the North-East therecircular object crossing the could have been mistaken for
a UFO .
was a high pitched drone''.
sky at 3.30 pm .
"There 1s no ooubt m my mind
"It was round with a circle
that 1t was· soulc sort 'of craft bllt
of flashing lights on top. The EVJ«iNG
it was not a 'plane or helil:uptabase of the machine was
and T have doubts -that it was fro~
black and it was moving from
this worl ct", he wPites. ''If 1t did
- - - -- side to side."
land in Donegal 1 it may have done
so on h1gh ground or even m a
Mrs Smith was outside her
lake or umler the sea!" MT. CarleJan.
1980
home with her two children
ton concluded: "'l'!1cre b always
when she saw the UFO. She
th<• f)OssibiHty of allen craft COMsaid it was travelling south:
l'fl& ~o earth -to monitor its inhabtowards Bedford. apparently
itants and per_haps cV(!H t~tkr som~
silently.
specim('ns of plant. ammal and
A spokesman for RAF
even mau! It certaHlly cannot be
Thurleigh and Cardington
ruled out that all of, the sigh tin~~
said no aircraft had flown
were more than one craft and that
from there during th~ day .
whoever 1t was d!rl not cume to
He added: "All our airl>oncgal for thl' weather! "

I SAW UFO OVER
TOWN SAYS MUM

TElEGRAPH,

HerthaiRPtonsMre-,
England
3,
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Creature From Deep Gives Man Tall Tale To Relate
DENVER (UPI ) - Jerry body protuding from the water.
Cross isn't saying there is a It had a hwnp sticking another
Loch Ness-type monster in the 1112 feet from its back.
"It was about 10 to 15 feet
deep watl!ts of a northern
Colorado lake, but he knows long, but what made it stick out
what he saw last swnmer was in my mind was the hwnp on
not your run~f-the-mill wild its back," he said. "If I had to
associate it with anything else,
animal.
Cross Thursday said he and I'd have to say a camel."
A Colorado Division of
his father-in-law, Bill Hoppe,
were having good luck fishing Wildlife official said there
on the shores of Lake Katherine probably was a logical explanain late-August. Sudden!~ . the tion . He said some officers had
fish stopped biting.
suggested the creature might
Cross, 25, saw what appeared have been a wild animal, but
to be a log lying in the water Cross disagreed.
about 30 yards off shore. The
"That was no moose and it
men shined two lanterns on the was no cow elk," Cross said.
Cross said he and Hoppe,
object and "that's when I got
scared," Cross said.
neither of whom "gets scared
Cross, an engineering techni- very easily," followed the
cian with the U.S. Environmen- creature for several minutes
tal Protection Agency , said the but lost it in the darkness. He
light " reflected back off the said they were so shaken by
eyes. One time it reflected red, their experience that they
another time green. The eyes "packed up and moved out that
were about 3 to 4 inches in night.":
""We were still up about 1
diameter."
Cross said the creature was a.m. and I said there was no
swimming slowly along the way I could go to sleep that
shore with about 11fz feet of its night," Cross said.

Cross said he anticipated
skepticism over his story. But
he said he and Hoppe "hadn't
drunk anything, nor were we
smoking anything, nor had we
been eating any wild berries."
The wildlife official said no
plans were Wlder way for a
search of the lake, which is 120

to 140 feet deep. And he said if
there was something in the
lake, there probably would be
other sightings.
"When you're talking about a
15-t~~foot-long thing with a
hwnp and a big green eye, it'11
hard to hide it Wlder a rock,"
the official said.
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2 calves
are found
mutilated
By LINDA KETTNER
... DAVIAVERY
Courter Stiff Wrlten

One of Gene Andenon's cows had bien ·
"bellerinl" out in the puture for two
clays.
So be decided to drive ou& and find out
what was wrong.
Whtt he discovered wu a biiarre bel
blfOinc silht.
L)'lnl dead in the puture wu .one ol bts .
als-montb-old Chatolaia calves, ita
fll'ltall expertly carved from Ita ~· a
taoth broken out and a right ear ebliWid

Gft.'ftere was no blead.
Meanwhile, also Saturday
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Mountie denies
little green men
m-utilated-cattle

A university professor's i Cpl.- ·l.iuber ha.~
.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....,_ _. clai.rm that province-wide ...,orling closely with

------------------------1
I

I.JallllL, . . .,tea, ·ubert-.,--c.n.da.-

CR: T. Ada~~a

mo~.

Paul Nuebel, who farm., about three mllel
aat ol Waterloo in Barclay TOWIIIIip
Itwo mUea from Andenonl wal"eppO'tinc
1 llmllar Incident which occurred on his
fann.
He, too, found one of his calve~ dead. ita
,.Utlla allo milsifll, leaving a "lo.lndlbole" In the call.
. Accclrdlnc to the Blaek Hawk Ccusty
lbirtff's Department, the caUJe muWaU... · are the flnt in memory ill Cbe
eounty, but they are nothint new iD len.
'JbeY comt on the heels of reporil of
c:aWe mutilations in four other Iowa
countiea~Hardln, Polk, Boone aad
Wllhlngton Counties--ever tbe pial alx
.IDOIIIhl.
INVESTIGATION of the mutilatlcn is
lllder way by the Iowa Division of
Oiinlnal lnvesttaatlon cDCI 1, wbic:h hu
drawn criticism for attempting to IIJb.
poena records from Des Moines pubUc
bbrutea for names of persons who chick
·aut books .on the occult.
The DCI hu attempted to link the
naaa of peraons readlnc IUCb boob to
the cattle mutllations-wbich in..Ugators believe may be Unkecl to
occult rituals.
The reports of the calf mutilations in
lbck Hawk CoWlty generally coincide
with other reports of cattle mutilations
wtdch have been filed around the Jtate
and~try.

Says DCJ Director Gerald Sbanlhan
''MutilatiOI'II follow a general pattern.
'l1le Ups, left eye and left ear are usually
cut off and the rectal area il usually cut
out and sometimes the uterus.
"We have learned that these are
IOI'l'H!times eaten by those Involved in
cults which parttdpate in devil worship."
ln tht• Black Hawk County cue, Anderson noted that he was particula-rly
perplexed by how the animal was killed
··That was a very healthy male calf •nd
it was a sucking calf, a wild one. It would
have taken five men to hold it down in
order to cut out its genitals."
Shanahan said that his investigators
~ le-* that the bloed of mutilated
cattle is leinetimes used in initatlon rites
ft motorcycle iiJICS. some of which have
"roots" in Iowa.
AMONG OTHER theories investigators
are leaning toward, said Shanahan, are;
-Mutilations tend to occur from
betWeen 2 and 4 a .m. dd usually involve
cattle.
-UFOs are probably not invoh·ed.
Shanahan said that uro theories ap~tly came from 1 national tabloid·

bn-n

poli~

cattle mutilations are bciD& iD the United Sta!t..'S. where
perforrned by beings ~ there have been ahou t 12,('))1
nying methods "beyond Our cattle mutilations r;!poned
comprch.:nsion .. have b~ since 1973.
dismissed by RCMP. .
With the exception of a
Since August 38 cattle ' 450-pound bull found dead
have been mutilated in AI- I with a broken neck ncar Toberta- with the parts of the field Oct. I with its biadder
_body. including sex orgam, and sex organs removed.
sliced away.
none oi the mutilated cattle
RC:MP Cpl. Lyn Lauber in Alberta have had their
said Sunday that 13 of the ! bones broken. said Cpl.
mutilations are the wort of Lauber.
cults, with about 10 other
An autopsy later showed
mutilations pertormed by tbe young bull's neck had
copy-cats cashing in on the been broken when struck by
notoriety of the butchery.
a vehicle, he ~d.
"We're looking for buCpl. Lauber said a majormans doing these things, not ity of cattle mutilations are
UFOs or little ,green men, .. l done by scavengers, after the
said Cpl. Lauber. of the Cal- animal is dead.
Many cattle died ot natgary detachment
U of A professor Bill Mei- ural causes such as bloat.
len ha<> been quoted as say- blackleg or pneumonia being "whoever or whatever is fore being mutilated by
doing it may not be observa- coyotes or other scavenging
ble."
animals or birds.
Mr. Meilen is also quoted
One RCMP officer. v.i th
as saying he believe.<> an the f more than five yc.:1rs experievi_dcnce points to b~opsies I' ence in cattle in.\ ·csti::!:Itions.
being performed by bemgs said coyot~s can btte away
using a means of flight the tender pans of an animal
"beyond our . compreben- in such a way that. without
sion."
microscopic
cxammation.
.The RCMP officer said the cuts can look li.k.e knifesuggestions that some of the work.
animals sustained massive
He said while coyotes
bone fractures, as though can't bring down a fullydropped mysteriously from grown animal, if ifs dead.
the air, aren't consistent with they do eat the rectum. ears.
what has happened in Alber- tongue and tender underside
ta.of the animal.
Other suggestions that l
rues found on the corpses Reports the calf was muridied v.ithout any reason. or lated without the placenta
that a 1,500-pound bull had being broken are not true.
its shoulder bones crushed as said Cpl. Lauber.
..though picked up by a giant
"We navl!n't fig ured out
crab." have not happened in what's killing them, but we
ar.y of the Alberta cattle mu- are looking at a cult. and
tilations. said Cpl. Lauber.
that means any group o{
"We haven't experienced people acting togeth•:r."
anything like that in Alber..There J.Ie ~ults here in
ta. .. said Cpl. Lauber.
AJbena. th<!re s no doubt
!'He (Mr. Meilen} mav he 1 about tha~. a_nd we assume
referrin£ to mutilations in these muttlabons are belL6
the U.-S., but I've never d?ne for cult pra~;uces L---~ , vth . Ji.k thlt ·• ettherior vQOdoo. v.1tchcraft
lft:dlu Ot an.. ' m?,
.e . , . or satanism...

wfiiCh mede a~Gint thM . . . ..footprinla

are aeWDm feund ._.. thi caWe. cMutilation

cue. haw been reported ill several

l&ltes.

Shanahan said that the absence of such
footprints could be explained by the fk't
that the cattle may ~w be put in a
sling, then onto a trudt and carried from
one point to another.
Because the DCJ hal been 10 absorbed
in investigating five suspected mur-W
cases in Iowa in recent days, the ift.
vestigations of the cattle mutilations have
taken a back seat. said Shanahan.
There are no suspects iA tbe eases. aad
Shanahan also blames tbe problem cl
obtaining library records for hamperiftl
the investigation.
His department sought such infonnation to see who is reading "cult" type
books.
Libary officials and the Iowa CivU
Uberties Union have objected on groundl
that it's an invasion ol privacy. The CiYil
Uberties Union has gone so far as to fUe
suit asking for an injunction against ~v
~ to deliver the library records to Ule
state agents.
Shanahan said the DCI will not pursue
.. llttempta to 1ft the liblwy records
lftD a eourt decides on the illjundion.
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Hunt goes on for hairy giant of forest
ByBRYANGRULEY
Wayne King is a hunter of a different
sort.
Unlike deer hunters now hounding the
Michigan wilds for their antlered game,
King stalks a beast that isn't likely to be
seen lashed to the hood of a car.
King's quarry is what the Indians call
sasquatch, "hairy giant of the forest."
Better known as Bigfoot.
In his basement office that serves as
headquarters of the Michigan Bigfoot
Information Center, King sits back and
smiles confidently, lightly tapping
himself on the chest.
"I am the predator," he says. "The
sasquatch is my prey.''
King makes this point perfectly clear.
but on other points, the predator is
nearly as enigmatic as his legendary
prey.
It has been almost 90 years since the
first recorded sighting of a sasquatch in
Michigan, but the mystery surrounding
the ape-like creature remains.
King, who directs the largest Bigfoot
center · in America, would have a
listener believe differently.
"One guy wrote an article that
treated this as if it were some kind of
fantasy, a children's thing,:• he complains. "If this isn't treated on a serious
level, I'd rather not be quoted on it."
. Indeed, King's seriousness about hunting and killing a sasquatch is one
reason why he founded the Bigfoot
center with his own money in 1976.
·Since then, King has filed hundreds' of
reports concerning the whereabouts of
Bigfoot from around the state and the
country, including physical sightings of
the creature and footprint associations.
King's warehouse of Bigfoot information includes taped and written depositions In which people attested to having
seen what they thought was a sasquatch, huge footprint casts, photos of
footprints, fecal samples, hair samples,
and notebooks fllled with articles about
Bigfoot sightlngs.
.
King's knowledge of sasquatch
physical and behavioral characteristics
Is considerable.
King describes the sasquatch
("gigantoplf.hicus," according tO Klngl
as a · large; ; hairy, . anthropoid animal
that weighS about 700 to 900 pounds. It
walks upright and .c an accelerate to

en

"the speed of a deer. 11
An omnivorous, nocturnal beast,
Bigfoot eats both meat and vegetation,
and sees better at night than during the
day . King says the creature is able to
make sounds ranging from a low roar to
a deafening scream, and can also
mimic other forest animals.
With a gorilla-like brain, Bigfoot can
reason for itself, King notes,.However,
the non-hibernating sasquatch rejects
civilization because it is so well adapted
to wilderness survival.
"These animals are far from being
shy," King adds. "They are curious to a
point, almost aggressive. 11
Tens of thousands of sasquatches
roam many nations' wilds, according to
King. Its American population resides
mostly in the northern states, particularly Minnesota and Michigan.
King estimates that Michigan harbors as many as 500 sasquatches, most
of which live in the Upper Peninsula.
But, despite King's vast sasquatch
knowledge, he cannot adequately account for why (according to King) no
Bigfoot has ever been captured, only a
few have been killed, and only one has
been killed andpublicly display~ .
"They are extremely powerful
creatures," King points out. "No one
really tries to capture any ."
But zoos around the globe house lions,
bears, elephants and rhinoceroses - all
powerful animals.
The one alleged sasquatch killed and
publicly displayed did not tour
American museums of science. Rather,
it starred In a traveling carnival as the
"Minnesota Ice Man" before it and its
killer-owner mysteriously disappeared.
King thinks the sparse number of
Bigfoot kills and captures is due to
peoples' refusal to believe the creature
exists.
"It's a predominant attitude in man,"
says the sasquatch hunter. "We call it
negativism. A man says, 'What I don't
see, what I can't touch, I won't
believe.'"
King also feels that man wouldn't
take ·tim~ to stalk Bigfoot if he had it.
He tells the story of a hunter who
followed what he :though( was a·.sasquatch trait
"The guy told me ~e followed it so far
and then turned around and went
back," Klng relates. "I asked him why

and he said, 'The further I went, the
more I 'didn't want to catch up with
whatever I was following .'"
Despite his willingness to reveal
almost anything concerning Bigfoot ,
Klng nevertheless withholds some information that he terms "classified.
For example, King won't disclose
what kind of sasquatch bait or what
calibre of rifle he brings on a Bigfoot
hunt.
King also won't say how many field
representatives he has in Michigan.
More significantly, he claims that
two sasquatches have consistently inhabited two Michigan areas for almost
two years- but he won't say where.
II

That seems risky in light of King's
assertion that the monstrous Bigfoot is
not averse to killing people. Sasquatches have reportedly killed eight men,
according to Kilig.
But King insists that divulging sasquatch whereabuts can be nearly as
dangerous. As evidence, he notes a 1964
Cass County occurrence in which people reported 15 sasquatch sightlngs in
five days.
"It was a frenzy almost to the point of
declaring martial law," King says.
"There were people all over, in the
11
fields , riding the roads, with guns.
The way King sees it, people hunting
sasquatches have to be protected from

themselves.
Ironically, this kind of protection is
the basis for King's main objective : to
obtain an ordinance legally protecting
the sasquatch.
Don't laugh. Skamania County,
Washington has had such an ordinance
for 10 years.
In Michigan, though, law can protect
only scientifically identified animals,
according to King. Someone must kill
or capture Bigfoot before scientists can
ideQUfy it.
This, then, is Kin~'s self-appoint~d
mission: to kill the sasquatch, in order
to protect the sasquatch, in order to

protect the people.
With this riddlesome purpose 11 '.
mind , Wayne King pursues th e
mythical Bigfoot. In the night forest he
crouches, spying the woods for a man
like beast, waiting for the chance to
raise rifle and, with a single shot, stun
the world.
"Killing Bigfoot would be the biggest
thing in mankind's time ," the smiling
King declares. "The world will bt•
beating a path to my doorstep when
they realize I have it encased here."
That - like Bigfoot - remains to he
certifiably seen.
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Wayne King, Director of the ·Michigan Bigfoot Information Center. holds a cast of an alleged sasquatch footprint
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Do you believe in 'mutes'? They do
By T0!\'1 SHARPE

David Perkins and Cari Seawell of Farisita,
Colo. . say in four years of studying cattle
mutilations in the southwest, they have only two
plausi bl e expla nations left.
The first is extraterrestrials. beings from outer
spaC'P who rlrop in now and then to gather some
bovine tissu e .
The second is a kind of mass psychosis - · a
collective
imaginatio n - which is filling the gap
left by th e di s illusionment with traditional
religions
If the mass psyc hosis theory is correct, Perkins
and Seawell have been pulled in, too. In their years
of studying and photographing the supposed
mutilations. the :;'ve co me across several things
that they can 't explai n .
The se inclurle clamp marks on the back legs of
cattle . signs indi ca ting the animals had been
dropped from a s hort d istance, an absence of
footprint s or blood. reports of lights in the sky ,
predators whi ch avoid the carcasses. cameras and
tape r ecorcts which don 't work right and evidence of
drugs in the ca r c::tsses.
Perkins describes himself as a freelance writer,
and says hP has .sold one sto ry on mutilations - or
" mut es." as he calls the m - to New West

Magazine . After a couple of years of informal study
of these occurrences, he and Seawell formed
Animal Mutilations Probe, a
non-profif
organization devoted to collecting information on
mutilations .
Perkins said the peak year for cattle mutilations
in the United States was 1975, when thousands were
reported in 22 separate states. Perkins said the
number has reached only 157 thus far in 1979 , but
there seems to be an increasing number in western
Canada .
Perkins and Seawell say cattle mutilations in this
country may seem less frequent because ranchers
are increasingly reluctant to report them, police
agencies less eager to investigate them and
newspaper reporters too cynical to write about
them .
Ken Rommel, the former FBI agent who was
hired with a special federal grant to investigate the
mysterious happenings in northem New Mexico ,
prefers to keep possible mutilations "low key,"
Perkins said. "He said he didn't want to cause a
panic, like in Colorado in 1975 , when people were
taking shots at helicopters," Perkins said .
Perkins said he has discounted theories that the·
animals are butchered by scientists who need tissue
for biological experiments or by satanic cultists

who need organs for their ceremonies . Legitimate
scientists wouldn't have to resort to such devious
means and no cult would have the sophistication
required to pull off the mutilations without being
detected, he said.
The mass psychosis theory was once espoused by
Swiss psychologist Carl Jung to explain the
frequent reports of flying saucers , Perkins sald .
"He said the saucer shapes were symbols of unity,
the need that we feel for a wholeness, the collective
need for religious salvation ." Perkins said .

..... _lbdlel.

~ may hurt testing
~of calf remains
(t

Preliminary reports un two calves

0'- focmd mutilated in Black Hawk County

-

last weekend show that ··other animals
.. aot to the calves" before investigators.
;: Gerald Shanahan. director of the state
Division of Criminal Investigation. said
.; he was "not vt>ry hopeful " about the final
reports on the examinatior.s of the calves.
1be reports are to be released sometime
1 Wednesday by · Iowa State University.
~ where they are bt>ing tested .
.. Apparently the dead animals laid out
0 thfre most of the nl&ht and other animals
~ aot to them before we did. .. Shanahan

&

Giant footprints seen in snow
in northeastern Pa. county
Towanda, Pa. - (AP)- Giant footprints in the
snow have beet! reported by loggers and hunters,
leadins to rumors that "Bi&foot" II abroad in
1011them Bradford County. But pollee and pme of.
fldals are takfn& a walt-and-see attitude.
"It looked just like human footprints," Dale E.
Vester, a Towanda loger, said. "If It was a practical jOke, the guy must do It for a llvfnB."
The prints turned up for about 100 feet along a
road near New Albany, according to Charles Kellog, then dlla~nd lDto the woods near a sprinl
alonJ the road.
Jack Baker, aeneral manager of WTTC radio
here, al10 saw the footprints and said they had five
toet and were flat, indlcatina that the foot had no
arch.
1be priDUI measured 17 inches from heel to toe,
......... ind the dlDnce biCWeen them wu 4

j 'Other animals'

Two hunters who first pointed out the prints lait·
Wednesday asked not to be Identified, Baker said ..
The trail was about a quarter-mile from where:
he had been working, Vester said.
But the thought of meeting Bigfoot In the ~
doesn't dismay him. "1 go out there every day. It
doesn't bother me. If it's been out there all thll
time, it certainly hasn't been a problem."
Kellog also said he wasn't worried about ~
made the tracks.
"I've. been back up there five times already. l'ria
still aoing back up there to look around, .. he said.
Ed Gallew, a state game conservation officer ib
Bradford County, said the only information he had
on the prints came from news reports.
"It was never officially reported to me by ant:body," Gallew said, adding that the area of the
alahtin& near the town of New Albany, It "quitt'•
remote area, really ruged country."

~

said.

.
1
,3

The animals were taken to Iowa State
:: University Monday for examination to
"prove or disprove.. whether they had
been mutilated. and if so. "what type of
inltrwnent was used.·· he said
The tests also were to determine the
times of death of the two calves. Two
separate incidents of calf mutilations
were reported to the Black Hawk County
Shtriff's Department Saturday morning .
The farmers live about three miles
from each other. just east of Waterloo.
Both animals were found with their
l!flitals missing. One calfs right ear and
a tooth al.lo were missing. No blood wu
found around one calf.
A OCI investigation of the incident has
taken on statewide interest after reports
animals found dead in a similar man.
Mf \1/ere reported it\ HaT'din, Polk, Boone
l!lnd Washiflcton coulltics «er the past sex
IIIO!fths. .

«

: Did 'mean-looking' animal
: leave Bigfoot-like prints?
5

By T. J. RYDER
Of,. ........ ~---

0
MANCH&'S I ER, lA - An IlliDois
to Central Gulf Ra.J.lroad engiaeer said
o-- he saw ''the meaaest animal I've ever
laid my eyes em" as
be chuged along tbe

trackslDhiaengiDe

in thla area last
month.
Cyril O'Brien, 82,
< said, "I've been traveling these tracks
H for 38 years DOW and I've never 1ee11
... anytlliqlike thal"

i

It was the second time Bigfoot-Uke
have been
lpOtted lD tbll area lD receat weeb.

~ animal traeb or animals

j

10
OD Jan. 21 two farmers reported
~ ltJ'aDie trac:b lD the mow as they
"' IUI'Veyed their farmland for areas to
ffi plut trees. Delaware County Sberiff
t) Bert Elledge was caJled and be took
H pbotol of the tracks.
He allowed tbe pbotoe to conservatloa officer Jim Becker, wbo said he
eoaldD't ldeatlfy tbem. Tbe tracks
bave beea lost 1D oew IDOWfall but
EUedp ia ~viD& tbe ph~ ealaraed.
10 Beet~~ &et a better loot.
tracb. appareDtly made by a
creature that walb op two feet,

!

ne

meuured ·~ i.ocJiel loq and ·~
1Dcbes wide.
Elledge, a hunter for many years,
said he had never seen tracb like
that before, and beeaase tbey were
found tn an isolated area, be iJ
curious aDd auspicious.
EagiDeet' O'BrieD, of Waterioo, said
be aaw the animal at a d.iataDce of
less than 100 feet. Be aaid u tbe traiD

approar.hed the animal looked up aDd
moved backward
"It was big, much bJger than a
doc. and at first I tbougbt it might be
a calf,'' O'Brieu said. "It was a beet
of a mean-loottag tbial wttb klq.
yellowilsb balr, a flat faee, aDd abort
ears. It had DO tail"
O'Brien said be tbeD DOUeed the

carcass of what appeared to be a cow
where 1he aDimal had beeD stancliq
and believes it wu feediDg oa tbe

carcasa.

O'Brien said the animal walked oa
He said be radioed three
other' tralnmeu iD the cabooee aDd
tbey also saw it and ap-eed it wu
IDdeed a strange creature.
Elledge clec:Uned to l1Dk the tracks
and tbe yellow1lb creature. Tbe
tracb and the lilbtiDI were about m
miles apart. But he said there
appean to be a straage U1mal ID
Delaware County and be's conceraed
that IOmeoDe might get burl
Bigfoot is a le&eDdary bairy
creature of tbe nortbweat UDited
States tbat walb uprilbl Some
persona believe it exiltl aDd caD
provide a 1IDk betweeD aDimall aDd
bamaDJ.
Sightiaaa of atraaae, balry
creatures bave beeD ...,ar&ecl ID
wateR Jon for mare tbaD a ,.ar.
four legs.

.~

Asteroid Collision Killed
~· Dinosaurs, Theory Says
~

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) - A team of scientists is proposing that dinosaurs were wiped out 65 million years ago by

·. 1 a spectacular collision of earth with an asteroid that cast the
~ globe into several years of dusty semi-darkness.

This nl!w hypothesis would ex-

~.. plain why 75 per cent of all living limestone at the exact time of the

g species disappeared

at the same dinosaurs' demise , and the iri-

p:: time. The idea was advanced Fri- dium concentration was 160 times
'• day at the annual meeting of the
h
be
t d
r-4 American Association for the Ad- what might ave en expec e .
Iridium IS a thousand times
~ vancemcnt of Science.

;j

The most common explanation
for the global catastrophe has
"' been that water retreating from
the cor.tinental shelves caused climatic changes to which the dinosaurs could not adjust.
(§ A recent theory suggests that
the climatic changes were caused
~ by a massive Invasion into the
Cil oceans of fresh water from the
Arctic Basin.
But Dale A. Russell, a Canadian
paleontologist, told a symposium
that no physical evidence exists
to support the notion of shatp
temperature declines.
The new hypothesis was explained by Luiz W. Alvarez, a No·
bel laureate physicist at the University of California. His team
has been pondering mysterious
deposits of a rare element, iridium, at sites in Denmark, Italy
and Spain.
The Jridum was laid down in

G

i

more abundant In meteorites than
in the earth's crust , which suggests the deposits came from an
extraterrestrial source.
Alvarez proposed that earth
was struck by ~n asteroid six
miles In diameter that blasted a
crater 100 miles wide with the
force of 100 million hydrogen
bombs.
Such an explosion would have
thrown an enormous quantity of
dust into the stratosphere, where,
according to the hypothesis, it remained for several years casting
the planet into semi-darkness.
Lack of sunlight would have
killed plankton in the ocean and
plants on land , thus depriving fi:;h
and animals of food. Russell concluded from ev ide nce in fossils
that 75 per cent of all living species, including the dinosaurs, the
most intelligent creatures of the
time, became extinct.
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Now ~Nessie search
goes
I~VERNESS .

into
orbit
AN ENGLISH businessman plans to hunt the Loch
Ness Monster ... by satellite.
He is Mr Roger Parker, manager of Partech, a
water pollution control ar:d marine research finn,
which operates world wide from St Austell in
Cornwall.
.
Mr Parker and his son David (20) who is studying
marine environmental science, have spent much
leisure time over the last four or five years hunting
Nessie with electronic devices developed by his finn .
Now he is planning a further search of the loch for
the coming summer.
But instead of shivering out on the water, he will
be able to sit comfortably in his office while football
sized containers, crammed with sensors suspended in
the depths of the loch, collect information and pulse
i\ at pre-determined intervals out to the .spacecraft
Tlros-N.

The satellite will beam information back to the us
space centre at Houston in Texas. From there the
information is sent to Toulouse where it is processed
by a computer. The spacecraft is part of the French
Argos Satellite communication system.

CASKET

COST

And. still in his office, Mr Parker will be able to
pick up his phone or dial a telex number and get the
Information collected by his floating caskets of
electronic gadgetry.
The cost depends on the amount of detail in the
information required. But Mr Parket reckons that it
could vary between £3 a day and £3 an hour.
He said the groundwork for this latest development in his search for the monster had been laid in
previous years where he had been able to establish
the parameters of the area in which he wanted his
sensors to operate.

The information will be sent to the sa tellite in
pulses of not more than one second's duration. In that
time it will receive 32 separate pieces of information
gathered in the previous 60min.
Mr Parker said he was working on the transmitters for the operation, which would cost about £2000.
He added: "All that will show above the surface is
a tiny stainless steel aerial attached to a small buoy."
And he said he was not worried that someone
might steal the buoys.
"We could track them b_y satellite."

Killer Beast Roams Woods
-What Is It? Town Asks
By Robert c. Tn1BaeU
A Mlrritllr ~ ltle &.It
Some folks in the Lone Jack area
wi11 tell you that tbey don't let their
c:biJdreD go too dole to the woods these
daya.
They tell ~ a sound like a woman's
.:ream that riaes from the woods at
nigbt.
Others relate storits ol. bow their
dop were killed and eatea by an unaeeo creature. They claim they've
aeen a sleek black beaat that by an
~baa DO business in Lone Jack
• anywhere in Miasouri.
Mrs. Sbaroo Boltz relates this story:
"My da~ Debbie saw it first.
1bere was a pond in back and it was
jUit staDding tber'e by an evergreen
tree. It was. just staDding there. si-

lent."

Mrs. Boltz s&ui Debbie ran back to
.the- bou8e that sits in a recently fmilbed subdivisioll to tell her mother
what she saw. Thea Mrs. Boltz went to
.ee for henelf.
· "It's coal black. I cOuJdo't believe
tbe tail. so much like a thick blaclt
rope," she said. It was staoding there
like it was waiting to get its picture
took. It was sleek and shiny black."
In December and early laat month
lf:Veral Lone Jack residents. some of.
wbam live near the Boltz family • .!oat
docs aDd cats. The pets' remains were.
fOUD4 mangled. with parts ol. their bod-

iesea&eo.

··Roy AultiD. be was the fiist persoo
wbo missed hil doc." Mrs. Boltz says.
,.,._ it WI!Dt boom. boom; boom .•.
'"lbs'e for a while tbey were coming

fast and furious a.s far as dogs disappearing.·· Max Pointer said. Pointer
lost two house cats. niefr remams
were found behind his home. "A piece
~fur here and there; and that was it.··
Mrs. Joan Freeman and her · husband. Kenneth Freeman. lost a Peekapoo.
"Whatever got oUr dog had to have
been a cat. .the condition he was in,"
Mrs.. Freeman said. ''There wasu 't
anything left exceptfOJ;.,the head and·
the fur and the feet;'Ttiere were ~en
some bones missing. He evidently
strayed . down to ·the: _woods . Qec:ause
they found other dogs there."
Larry Pierce, one:·· of; .t.be Boltz's
neighbors. saw the;beast; as did Mrs.
Judy Shatas. another neighbor.
"At first I thought- it· was a cougar
from what Sharon Boltz told me about
it." Pierce said. '11te-afternooo Mrs.
Boltz saw the aoimei·; ·Pierce looked
for tracks.
"Up there by her house. we saw
tracks and the tracks we saw were too
small ... Pierce said. "Later. Judy Shaw called me about 5 o'clock one day
and said she saw the cat behind her
place. I went out and I could see it
sitting there about 150 yards behind
her house. Her nephew took a shot at it
and it took off. I've never seen anything move that fast in my life.
"I did some studying on it. got hold
~ some books. From what I can figure. it followed most ot the traits ~ a~
leopard. A leopard tends to be smaller
than a cougar and their favorite meat
is dotr meat. and that seems to be primarily what it feeds on.
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"You might want to measure light or sounds or
strange wave actions," said Mr Parker. "The sensors
hang out of a thing about the size of a football. The
batteries will run for a year at a time."

"I wouldn't think' it'd weigh more
than 45 or 50 pounds. And about 2 feet
tall on all fours. He just wasn't bi&
enough to be a cougar.··

~

'Big Foot' or
! hoax ••• it's
~ the question
.:'!

.

.

~~ .

But state conservatioo agents say
they have no evidence of black panthers in Lone Jack or elsewhere in
Missouri .

Agent Ken Barncord Went to Lone
Jack in early January after the reported sightings.. He said;he found one 2.
inch track frozen in mud. but he was
unable to identify it.
"It was not obviously a cat track,"
Barncord says.
Barncord said the animals may
have been killed by a pack~ wild dogs
or coyotes. He also said that domestic
cats, when allowed to live in the wilda.
CJtD grow to be abnormally large.
"If it's a house eat. it's the bigest
house cat I ever saw.:· Pierce said.
Bob King, of. the MisSouri Conservation Department in Jefferson City,
said: "We frequently receive reports
of large black panthers and our investigations have never turned up any
evidence. In the last five or six years
there were isolated confirmed sigbting.s of. the Puma in the Ozarks."
But Kin~ adds that the puma. ~
mountain lion, although ooce native to
Missouri, has been virtually extinct in
the state for more than 50 years.
"You wouldn't believe the razzin•
I've got over this." Pierce said.
"There's a lot .of old-timers aro~
here who tend to ride it higb. It's ldnd
of. the joke of the neighborhood rilbt
now.

"This town is flying with rumors."
he cootinued. •'Reports of. full grown
steers being pulled down."
CR: S. Hicke Bamcord said he would need some
concrete evidence. an identifiable
track. But he added: "I'm not saying
they didn •t see what they say they
saw."
·

.
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'BIGFOOT?'

Su.san Jensen of 4 7th Ave.
SE m Oelwein found a footprint in the yard Sunday
afternoon and told her
husband Richard about it.
Jensen told the REGISTER
Sunday night he did not know
if the footprint was a hoax or
not.
Jensen took several plaster
molds of the print. A second
print about three feet east ol
the first print was evident too.
Whether or not Oelwein has
been visited by a creature
similar to "Big Foot" is a
question that the Oelwein
police are checking into. It
may well be a hoax , but it has
proved to be a conservation
piece.
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Officials are still investigating a mystery at
the Ed Deuhr farm two miles south and two
west of Fairbank.
Deuhr, who publishes the Wapsie Valley
Progressive, lives on a farm and raises some
hogs and cattle.
They went to bed shortly after midnight on
Jan . 16, heard nothing all night, but awoke the
next morning to find their yard light was on.
Checking around the farm, they discovered
a dead 700-pound steer, lying in the barnyard
about 75 yards from the house .
The dead animal. however. had been
mutilated, with an ear and the genitals cut
off. The blood had apparently been drained
from a cut in the animal's neck , but there was
no blood around the body.
One of Deuhr's two dogs acted very
strangely for a couple of days afterwards, he
says, acting as if it were tryin~ to "shake off
the effects of a drug,'' in Deuhr s words.
Any signs around the animal or yard were
obliterated by a fresh snowfall that night.
Reports of such mutilations have cropped
up around Iowa before, including Black Hawk
county, but Deuhr says it sure gives you a
strange feeling when it actually happens at
your place to one oi your steers.

T. J. RYDER

NANCRES'I'ER, lA. - It's ~
eaatern lowa'a turn for BiafMt

'

.......

Btraa11 animal·
Uke tr1eks were
found In tbe snow Ia
an upaaae of _ . ,

Umber Dear bert I
week .., b' two
farmert. Delaware Coaoty Shettlf
Bert Elledge was IUIIUDOoed and be
took pbotograpbt of tbe tracu. He
pJaas to allow tbe pbotDe to e~
W. week lJI an ataempt to ldentlf1

tblm.
The farmers, IUcbard

rtu~t &ad
.....,.. Havertlpe, bad IODt to tbl
Met1011 of tb1c:k Umber on a fann U.,
on north of MaDCbester to locat.
lites to plant tree1 wllea they noW

Ute stranp traekl.

"The1 weren't afraid, but tHJ
knew the trac:b wen sometblq tMy
bad DeYer aeea before and that'l wtay
tbeJ called me," Elledge said. "'!'be
tracks esteoded for about 200 feet
and we loet them when tbe IIDOW tiD
out and we bit p-ass."
J!:lledge laid tbe tracu were ~~
lneMs long and 4\S Inches wide. He
..W the leoath included slz toe prblll
aa loch loaa. He said the trac:U wen
made by two "feet" of a creature tlult
walked upr'ajht Uke a man with i

__

Cattle mutilations found
FLUSH (UPD Pottawatomie
County authorities said Monday they
have no clues in the mutilation killings of two cattle during the weekend. The uttle, owned by Pete
Evert, were found Saturday with at
least one gunshot wound each. Sheriffs officers said the animals' udders
and back portions had been cut off
and removed from the scene. The animals , worth $700 each, were found
about two and one-half miles south
and one mile west of Flush. Flush is
about 10 miles northeast of Manhattan.

1f: DeGraW

..a,,.........,...,...,...,_

ltride that meaiUI'ed 19\S iDCbel.
Elledae said the trackl wtte
diMper In tbe snow tbao tbe tracks be
made and he estimates tbe creature
wetped u much u 260 pounda.
''Tbey deflnltely ate some klDd of
IJibnal tracks;' be aald. "No OM
would co out to 1 llolated place Uke
tbat ud_..make tnc:b. It would make
NEWS, Hutchinson, KS
Jan. 22, 1980 CR: S. Hicks

CR:

'BIGFOOT'-LIKE
TRACKS FOUND
IN N.E. IOWA

By Ken Schmith
Register News Editor

Fairbank mystery .••

GJ.ZErm, _Ced-:ir R~e, IA - Feb. - 7, 1980
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Dledce decl1Ded to pmpolnt tbt

aree. He said penoas mllbt fled
u..re and IIOIDeOIIe rpl&bt aet burt
Elledae allo 11 cheeklna out a
NpOI't that I train crew 18W I haltf
enature ••lklDI upript cartYlbl I
taU last week.
8i1ht1n1• of atraaae, b1lr'
ereatures have been repotted ln
ftltem Iowa for more than a ,eat.
Blafoot 11 the leaeodary hlil'f
enature of tbl north~ U.S. tlaat
walu upright llke a man. Some
penoDI believe lt ealall and call
pro•lde the mlulal llak betweeaa

................

CR: R. DeGraw
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Scientists review Siberia blast
MOSCOW (AP) - Soviet
scientists say a meteorite weighing
more than five million tons may have
caused a massive explosion 72 years
ago so strong that horses were
knocked to the ground more than 400
miles away.
A new study of the "Tunguska
Mystery" - an explosion in Siberia
on June 30, 1908, with an estimated
strength of 300 million tons of TNTindicates the meteorite may have
contained traces of both diamond
and graphite.
Whatever did explode four miles
above the earth leveled trees over a
1, 250-square-mile area and
presumably kiiied all living things .
For weeks after the explosion, the

night sky glowed with a
luminescence visible in Western
Europe.
Among other theories that have
been advanced for the explosion,
scientists have suggested that a
comet head blew up on contact with
earth air; a collapsed star - a
"black hole " - hit Siberia, passed
through the Earth and came out
through the North Atlantic; or the
explosion was a nuclear blast,
despite the lack of radioactivity.
But then the question is, "bo
could have been responsible for a
nuclear explosion almost four
decades before man harnessed
nuclear fission?
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Animal mutilations create nightmare for farmers
By James Coates

tims:

Chi<I90 Trlbuno Press Service

"A SHARP INSTRUMENT was used.
The left ear was removed from each.
The left eye was removed also, and so
were the lips and the genitals . ... The
animals [are found] in an area where
there are no tracks. Tests often indicate
they died from the injuries and that the
mutilation was performed while the animal was drugged with a powerful muscle relaxant and all Its blood drained."
Only in the Anderson case did anyone
hear the animal screaming in pain.
Although Iowa has recorded less than
a dozen cases, law oCficers elsewhere
have probed thousands of similar incidents throughout the United States since
1970, said Ken Rommel, who is conduct·
ing a nationwide Justice Department in·
vestigation of the mystery.
Lawmen differ widely over what is
behind th~ torture slayings. In Iowa authorities suspect . cultists practicing
witchcraft. Investigators in New Mexico
suspect a well-financed organization big
enough to fly its own helicopters. Others
argue that the mutilation is simply the
work of wild animals-Rommelleans in
that direction.

DUNKERTON, Ia.-The nightmare began at Gene Anderson's farm late one
Saturday night just before Christmas
when he heard his prize charolais bull
~alf " bellering real bad like he was in
real big pain ."
When Anderson investigated, be round
fbe tan 400-pound animal lying on Its
side with a nine-inch diameter circular
hole cut deeply into its underbelly. The
reproductive organs were gone. All but
• pint of blood had been drained from
the carcass, a state veterinarian later
fl!und.
When Anderson discovered the animal
in his snowy field, there was "absolutely
not a drop of blood anywhere on the
grotmd and no sign of human rfoot]
prints or tire tracks," the farmer recalled.
Anderson said that in his four decades
of raising hundreds or head of cattle, he
had never seen anything like it. He
caHed the Black Hawk County sheriff.
The sheriff took one look at the mutilated calf and called Jerry Shanahan,
director of the Iowa Division of Criminal
Investigation [DCI].
THE BIZARRE SLAUGTHER that An·
derson found bas become all too famili·
ar to Iowa's chief law officer.
Shanahan explained that cattle mutilations have swept Iowa from Des Moines
to the Illinois line in recent weeks. The
Corn Belt, he noted, is now in the middle of a mystery that has befuddled cat~
telmen from Canada to the Mexican border.
Currently, for example, members of
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police in
Calgary say they are investigating 30
eases of animal mutilation. Before that
It was Colorado with 175 cases. Now,
police say, tile activity has centered In
eastern Iowa.
The details of nearly every ease •bether In Iowa or in Canada - are
llppallingly similar. Here Ia Shanahan's
*-<:ription of aeven Iowa animal vie-

SHANAHAN SAID DCI has evidence
the Iowa mutilations may be the prelude
to human sacrifices by cultists.
Joe Motsinger, a DCI officer, said Gne
man confided to a Cedar Rapids preacher that he had mutilated animals during
initiation into a witchcraft coven but
bolted when told he must perform a
human sacrifice.
Motsinger said he believes he stumbled onto a witch's altar in an abandoned bouse near one mutilation site.
"On the floor was a nine-foot circle with
a pentagram In the center and on the
walls were an inverted crbss, the sign of
Jupiter and symbols in ancient language
which spell out Satan and bell," Motsinger recalled.
In 1975 a Minnesota investigation pursued and theft rejeeted the theory that a
witch's cult was behind a series of mutilations there.

A new federal inquiry was prompted
by Sen. Harrison Schmidt [R., N.M.], a
Justice Department spokesman said.

SCHMIDT PRESSED for a federal In·
quiry after he sponsored a public hearing in Albuquerque at which ranchers,
lawmen, sociologists, and a number ot
flying saucer enthusiasts told of their
experiences.
There have been 3bout 8,000 cases reported since 1970 and losses have been
set above $2.5 million, Schmidt estimated. The senator said the groups behind
the killings "have shown almost unprec·
edented discipline. There have been no
• In Deal Smith County, Tex., a
leaks or informants to assist the state rancher named Billy Joe Davis comand local law enforcement officials .in plained that he saw a helicopter with a
their investigative efforts ..•. "
bright spotlight over his head the night
Schmidt said he first met with Conner after three of his cows were mutilated.
Atty. Gen. Griffin Bell, who "became
• In Ebert County, Colo., where muobviously interested." Bell and FBI Di· tilation cases were a problem, two girls
rector William Webster ordered the in· were chased by a helicopter. The copter
vestigation that Rommel is conducting was photographed by a bystander.
from Santa Fe.
• In Jersey County, Ill. , farmers with
The Santa Fe office passes informa· mutilation losses observed a "white, untion to other law officers. For example, marked ·cargo-type helicopter" chasing
Iowa's Shanahan noted that photographs livestock.
sent from New Mexico showed that cat·
• In Uinta, Wyo., a law officer inves·
tle there suffered attacks identicaldown to minute details-to those record- Ugating mutilation cases was chased
away from one site by a helicopter.
ed in Iowa.
PERHAPS THE MOST experienced
HE EXPLAINED, "We have pictures
from New Mexico showing where the lip laW!nan In the matter Is Gabe Valdez of
was cut off at exactly the same place on the New Mexico State Police, who has
the mouth-right at the same tooth-as personally investigated 30 such inci·
dents.
our eases here In Iowa."
Valdez called the J.ncidents "classic"
There is one big difference so far between the Iowa cases and many of the because the cutting was done with surgi·
cal
precision and ·in each case similar
New Mexico events-the appearance ot
mysterious aircraft near mutilation damage inflicted.
Valdez said he suspects the aircraft
sites.
Rommel and many other law officers carry the mutilated animals from where
have expressed displeasure that reports they are killed to ·another site. He disof strange lights drew flying saucer en· played photographs of clamp marks on
thusiasts into the ranks of mutilation animals' legs. He also said in one of his
Investigators. The UFO buffs' farout cases a '100-pound ~ was found In tbe
ideas tended to bring ridicule from po- branches of an appl.- tree five feet off
lice officer~ who, as Rommel put it, the ground.
"bad to do ~a:Detbing about a Vfl1 real
In aootber case Valdez said there
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and very dead animal no matter what is
behind it."
The lawmen were, therefore, relieved
when ~itnesses generally agreed that
the mysterious lights observed in the
area of mutilations were helicopters and
not flying saucers.
A recent copyrigted report by a Texas
lnvesti~ator, Thomas Adams, outlined
mutilation cases from Illinois to Colora·
do, Kansas to Texas in which helicopters were observed near mutilation
site!;.
Among the examples:
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Farmer Gene Anderson found his prize charolais bull calf dead in a field
with "absolutely not a drop of blood anywhere on the ground and no sign
of human (foot) prints or tire tracks.''
were marks along a country road where
the nose of a 1,000-pound cow had been
dragged in the dirt.
Valdez · aald that testa ol blood sam·

pies from one of his cases showed large
amounts of a powerful tranquilizer and
a drug that prevents blood from clotting.
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